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INTRODUCTION 
'I'oda;r•s· society has brought about ma.ny changes in the nation•s 
schools. These changes have been infltienced by general population trends, 
the rapid advance of no~ knowledge, and improved communication. If 
tomorrow •s tea.ohera are to }Deep paee With teaching more and more students 
and with the- e:x;ploaion ot knowledge, improwd cooa1anicat1on is 
paramo11nt. 
*'Communicationu means a variety of things to ditferent people, 
'bat floyde .Brooker has defined it rather generally for educators as 
11 • • • a&;:hi!?i ~ conveu meanin1, that carries !. message !'.!:.<1! !!!!. 
l person !! anotber.n This, of course, means there mt1St be a receiver --
communication is not a one ... way street. Teachers must be avare or the 
proceea and 11how attention is gained, how meaning 19 transferred from 
one subjective field to another, how opinions and attitudes are 
created or modified, and bow groap memberships, role conoepts., and 
2 
social structure are related to the process •••• 8 To assist in 
1Flo,de E. Brooker, "OOPUnunication in the .Modern idorld, 11 
Audio•Viau&l Materials of Instruction, forty-ei.ghth Yearbook o! the 
National Society for theStudy of lduca.t1oa, Part I (Chicago, The 
University of Chicago Preas, 1949), P• S. 
2 Wilbur Schraa• The Process and Effects of Maes Oomm1U1ioation 
(Champaign, Ill. Uninra!ty of nU.nols, 19Jli), ?irevord. 
1 
this communication process, teachers are being encouraged to use mors 
instructfona.l materials w•,ioh will provide moN meaningful experiences 
for their students. 
The use of instructional devices tc aid communication is u old 
as education itself. Early primitive tribes used teaching aids to 
instruct their young in the vital ways o:f keeping alive and obtaining 
their food. Toda.y., much that is contained in the ·wri'tings of. ~uly 
edu.cators would be cla.r,3if1ed as audio-visual education. 
The scholar Erasm:us con,bated verba.lis.m by advocating that childr-1m 
should be acquainted with fantl.liar objects and animals, present.illd 
informally with pictures., games, stories, and object teaching, rather 
than mere memorization. 'l"hou.gh intended as a textbook for loaming 
La.tin, the Orbis Pictus prepared by Com.enius was one of the first 
ttvisualized" textbQoks. Today this is called vocabulary bu.ildin.g when 
the child can name the object from the picture, or can find the picture 
when the name is giwnJ thus, verbalistio teaching is avoided as the 
child Wlderstands the pictures stand tor real objects and the objeet 
and the picture are tied -together. The W'ords of Oomenius •• 11 • • • 
things rare and not easy to be met withal IJ1i7 at home might be kept 
ready in every great school, that they may be shewed also, as often 
as an,r words are to be made of them, to the scholars,• -- should 
admonish today• s schools to provide experiences through the use of 
picture collections, film$, maps, globes, models, eta. "Make your 
child attentive to natural phenomena and you will soon make him 
curious" 1s just as appropriate a philosophy today as it was when 
l 
llousaeau. ;,,rote it in the eighteenth oentu.r,. His idea to teach the 
child through perception ot nature was an inn.ovation of the tir4e and 
was put into action b7 Pestalomzi. Pestalo11i felt the formal 
teaching of his time was ineffective and based his instruction on 
sense -perception. 
Througho11t the years good teachers have been aware ot the barren 
learning th.at results tron too much verbalism and have looked for 
effective waya to provide more meaningful exper-ieneet in an effort to 
make learning more memorable. 
The real impetus to audio•visual education cam• dm"ing World 
ilar II when the armed farces were raced with training thousands ot 
soldiers. learning had to be etfectiw if these men were to n:rvive. 
<.k.mlpounding the complexity and diverait;r of the material was the short. 
time that was given to the inatruction. It was readily demonstrated 
that aenaor,rmateri&ls could expedite this enormous task. It is not 
neoe1sary today to argue the oontribu:t.1cm or these aids to learning. 
This point hu already been documented by a gr-eat deal or research 
in recent years. 
However, it is necessary today- that teachers are made aware of 
thio contribution. They are fortunate, indeed, to have !ae111ties tor 
making learning more memorable and for enriohini the content. 
iegrettably, there are soMe who declare they need no "aids" to put 
the content of their aQ.bjeets across to the students, and they take 
the suggestion of using materials, other than tbe standard text, as 
a personal affront. If teachers understand how learning takes plaee, 
tiien it should follow that they would not rely solely on words. but 
would ut1liae materials am equipment available to them to engender 
conceptual thinking or students. If they will think in t."118 ot aids 
t.o learning, and not in tel"!lla o.f aide to teaching, they will bavv a 
positive approach toward uaing materials to etim\lla.te interest. !he 
focus must reJU.in on the learning task, not on the materials. It is 
with the bailding of concepts, attitudes, and ak1lla, not With the 
techniqu.es of utilization that the teacher 1hould eoncern himself. 
Instructional materials, learning resources, audio-visual 
aida - wtiiche var term one choosea to u.ae .... an necesaa.17 adjuncts 
to today's modern classroom. "Without them, am. Without adequate 
knowledge of their ue, the preeent teaching force or the nation is not 
a mat.ch for the o~rwb&lming challenge of mounting individual differences 
in the pu.p:1.1 population.") However, these material• are not a panacea 
tor the ills in man,r schools today, and the preponenta of Qd1o-
v1aual education do not purport aid.a are without fault. Materials 
have their lim1 tat.ion& ... a point which lid.gar Dale makes quite lucid 
in him book tor teacherss 
4 
They are materials fort.he teacher to utilise. and he 
will utilise thera etfectively' only' when he C(lnir:li>utee the 
:requisite attitude, Wlderetandi.nai. and work - and vnen 
he loolaJ at them with ft1ll critical awarenestt of What they 
can and cannot do. 
Thus .. the teacher~ must be trained to be critical and seleetive and 
to recognize that th$:,e aids are not without restrictions. Other-
wise., teachers may ::J .. :.rnse instructional devices and MY ftlaely 
au1wne that learning h.as taken place. 
5 
CIWTER II 
A survey of the literature in the field of audio-visual education 
reveals that many studies and recommendations haw been made in an 
effort to improve the teaohirig•learn1.ng situation. The solution to the 
problem of adequate teacher preparation in audio·~visual :materials had 
been attempted by state legislation and eurrioulu.., eomittees. In 
1934, Pennsylvania pas•ed • la\, mald.ng a course in audio-visual 
education necessary for certification; California enacted similar 
legislation in 1946. The Americs.n Council on lil:lueat.ion published a 
statement, in 1947, on the meaning cf a~dio•visual education that 
spelled out teacher eompetenc• that ''has had considerable effect on 
teacher education since.,.:, Some teacher education inst.itutions 
require an audio-visual course for graduation. Nwneroue articles 
have appeared in professional journals and yearbooks on in-service 
education in this field, and many audio-rl.1ma.l centers are acti'~ly 
partieipating in training programs for in-service teachers. 
Nonet'.ifl!less, ~i't$ and Fulton report in their paper prepQ"ed 
S'lll.R. Fulton and l7rederiek A. White,. "What Cbnstitutes Teacher 
Competence in Audio-Visual Instruetion?1t Phi Delta Ka:eean {January, 
1959), P• 158. ---
6 
C 
at the request of the Audio.Visu.al Commission on Public Intomation 
that, 
Despite such efforts as these and despite the ra.trntr 
conclusive body of research produeed over thfi last forty 
;rears that points to the val\les of this method of teach-
ing., teachers today, by and large, do not take adnntap 
ot the audio-Visual devices and u.terials that a.re 
generally available in thia country-. leeent testimony 
to this effect. was giwn by recognized au.t.noritte1 in 
the audio-Visual field betore the Senate CODlittee on 
Labor and Public Welfare. 'this testimony spelled out 
the need tor devegcp:tng teacher competency in uing audio,. 
via11al materials. ·· 
A survey made by the NIA in 19$7 showed that 1 
More than fifty per cent ot the teachers in all gr,oupa 
f'olt lack ot strength in their' abilit.7 (a) to arouse the 
interest of the bright b11t uninterested or uncooperatiWt1 
( b} to handle the situation when a number of alow learn• 
1ng pu.pils are in the same clase with those of average 
and higher ability, and (o) to handle the aitua.\ion vhen 
a nwnber ot brilliant pupila are in the sane ola•• with 
those ot average and lower ability. Halt or nearly halt 
lacked confideDCe in their us• of audio-V'ieual equipment 
and materials.J 
7 
This 11 lack of strength" and "confidence• could have been the res11l t of 
inadequate teacher preparation in the efteotive utilisation of the 
wide variety of tnstrectional material.a that an available tod.q. 
Congress provided legislation in pun.ng the :Rational ldu.ca.tion 
Defense Act of 1958 whioh should promote a better understanding of the 
place of i.nstrllctional media in the classroom. Title VII deals w1th1 
6
.I.bid. • 1ca • P• ;;, . • 
-
7 Nl!tA, "The Stat.us ot the tune.rica.n Public-School Teacher, 11 
Research Eh1lletin, Vol. m,, Jfo. l (l:l&searoh Division, 1957), 
PP• jo, 57. 
) 
L 8 
•research and experimentation in more effective utilization• of these 
media, and it further directs the Oomm1saioner of Ed11cation to develop 
"nev and :more e:f'fectiw, techniques and methods •• • for training 
8 
teachers to utilize such media with maximum eff'ectiwnesa. • 
A resolution urging a basic p!'Og:1"8'1 of in.at.ruction in the llH 
of libraries and instructional materials for teachers and administrators 
·vaa adopted at the annual meeting of the Jurieriean Association ot School 
Librarians on June 20, 1960. In addition to the thorough knowledge ot 
subject 111atter, t1a teacher must also be a specialist in the use of 
diverse materials in all fields of co1ll'INJlicat1on. lti'ticienoy in using 
instructional media presu.pposes able evaluation and diacriminating 
selection - each medium uniqu-e to a epecif'ic learning situation. ,.9 
A. similar Naolution wu adopted by the .lasooiation tor Su.pern.sion and 
wrriculwn Develop•nt o.f the 8A in March, l9S8, lO 
Reco1ftffi8oo.ationa which wre formulated by the Teacher Education 
Com1tt.ee of HEA. • s l)i:rl.sion or Audio- Visual Inatruction were 
incorporated into ~he nstana.ards and Guides• wsed by the National 
Council tor Accreditation of Teacher ltdtteation in accrediting teacher 
education institutiono. The competencies 1n the selection and 
8u.s. Department of Health, Education, and V.U'are, Guide to 
the lational Defenee Education A.et of 19$8, Theodora I. Car!son, -
editor (o:tf1ce or Educitlon, t9m,"pp:-l9, 20. 
9n1zabeth o. Wlllta•, "faaoher !du.ca.tion and the Use of 
lnatriactional Materials," Journal of Teacher Z::tuoation (March, 1961) 
P• 104. - . 
10 ~ .. p. 105. 
use or audio-v-isual materials were classified in four areas,11 
(l} 
(2) 
(3) 
(4} 
Proficiency in selection and evalaation of' materials 
Proficiency in the utilization of appropriate 
instructional materials 
Proficiency in the preparation of simple instructional 
materials 
.Proficiency in the preparation and ue of physical 
.facllitie$ 
9 
Augmenting the report of the Teacher Ir.duoation Committee was a 
group of forty-five awiio ... visu.a.l leaders .from tall parts o:t the country. 
who met in 1958., The meeting was the Fourth Annual Lake Okoboji Audio-
visual leadership Conference and was sponsored by the State University 
of Iowa, The Department. of Audio-Visual Instruction of the NEa, and. 
Teaching Film Custodians., These conferees dealt ,11th the various 
patterns of audio-visual o!!erings in tea.cner,..dacation institutions 
throughout t.he country., The purpose was not to single ou.t any best 
approach, but to disowns the advaritages and shortcomings o! the patterns 
defined., and to suggest waya of ad.ju.sting the teaeher-edu.oa:Uon program 
to insure the opportun:1.ttes to achieve the co~etenci.es listed b;r the 
Teacher &lucation Cofflmi.ttee.12 
'l'he state of Illinois has recognised the importance of 
instructional materials in the classroom to make learning more :meaningtul. 
In 1961, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, in cooperation 
11
~. £!!•, Ii'ulton and '.ihite, P• 159. 
12nThe Okoboji R.port., '1 Au.dio .. fisual ~.!,ruction (January, 
1959), pp., 4-6. 
10 
With lay and professional gro11ps which are represented on the lllinois 
Curriculum Council, published a bulletin, Instructional MaterW., l) 
••• to aid all school personnel having responsibil!ties 
for the teaohing-learning process. • • • Teachers need 
to achieve greater proficien.oy 1n their abilities to 
eva.luate, eelect, and wse various instraetional uteriw. 
Teacher perf'ormame will d4JJ>eDd. u.pon the quality of both 
pre- and in-service education progrUlS. 
A University o! Wisconsin stwiT showed that a "great proportion. 
ot secondary teachers did not know What. • filmstrip projector was and 
tbat many teachers who used audio-visual materials felt they had not 
been prepared to use them ettectively.•Ua. 
In a study by Shutql,S at the University of Pittsburgh, first 
am second year teachers (ir1raluated their Btu.dent teaching eXperiencea 
as provided in the fourteen teachers ooUegea in Pennsylvania. Ttie 
subject• were asked to react to a liet of 96 selected teaohing 
experient,fts_. indicating tor each one a relative value in th• student 
teaching program. Second only to •organising daily lesson plans" vs.a 
13Illinoi&, Office ot the Superintendent ct Public Intrtruction, 
Instructional Materials, Illinois Curriculum f\°E' Administration 
~ s!E~rrieion 5-riea, Bullet.in:.,..,: ferne sioc ·. , Chairma.rl 
{~ring ... ield, 1ulnoli., l§A'.1), pp;-I'ii" .... 
14rrede~ick A. White, •0ne Study of the Univertity of W'ieeons1n•a 
School of Ed.aca.tion Progress in Provid!Jti Colllpet.eno;r in Selecting 
Audio-Visual Methods" (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, School or lducation, 
University of Wi."JConsin, 19.$2 ), a~ quoted by Fulton and White, .!2• cit., 
P• l59. -
lS1n1.n J. Shuts:,, •,&n baluation by First-Year and Second-
Year teachers of Their Student Teaching lxperiences as Provided by 
the Fourteen State Colleges of Pvnnsylvania" (w.,publishe4 ld.D. 
dieaertati()n, University of Pittsburgh, 1960. 
11 
"using available teaching aids ef:fectivel,r.'* Also included in t,he top 
one-third of ranked responses from the 777 usable replies, and in the 
order they were ranked, were the f ollOW'ing experiences, 16 
(3) Using the blackboard and bulletin board ef'teetively 
(9) Providing materials to enrich the lesson being taught 
(22) Organizing a professional file of teaching material 
ot both pictures and subject matter 
(32) Constructing needed visual material 
While teaching objectives, responsibilities., and activities cannot be 
defined adequately by a list or experiences which teachers recommended 
for inclusion in the student teaching program, these items pertinent 
to audio-visual materials emphuize the importa.nee which these new 
teachers assigned to the iteu. 
Camp reports in his study that "some of the teachers eJ.Cpressed 
the opinion that the degree to which their college professors used 
a.wiio-V'i.su.al aids was inf'luential in detemining the extent to which 
they used audio-visual aids in their clul!lroom. 17 One of the conclusions 
or this same study was that "there is a significant positive relationship 
between the administrators• ratings of teachers' competency and the 
extant of audio-visual utilization. n 18 
l6Iwrni& Tyson, ncurrent Practices I Section 1, Introd11ction," 
The Outlook 1n Student Tea.chi~, 41st Yearbook of The Association for 
Siu.dent Tea.o'Firng, 195~ {Dubuque, Iowa, Win. c. Brown Co • ., Inc., 1962), 
PP• 5o, 51. 
l7M.B. Camp, "Some Factors Related to the Utilization ot Audio-
Visual Materials with Suggestions :for Teacher I'reparation in this Area," 
(11.npublished Doctoral Dissertation, Penn State University., 1957), ae 
q,uoted by Klein., .22.• !!!'.:.•, Outlook !2!. Student 're8,Ch:i.ni, p. 120. 
18 Ibid., p. 120. 
-
12 
Another study conelu.ded that "stud.ent teaching experiences seem 
to have more influence on the methods, techniques, and materials used 
by a beginning teacher than do college methods couraes. 1119 
Additional experienoee in courses outside of methods cours•s 
20 
add 11 ttle to the students• knowledge of materials according to Shores, 
Mu.ch of the teaoher-edu.cation defect in the past is 
charged to the conviction that teachers can 'pick up 
information about materials• incidentally' in their meth.o&J 
and subject courses. But such incidental lEJarning has not 
turned 011t a generation of teachers with either the 
knowledge or confidence \o use the ,dde r~ of materials 
and equipment available today. 
Klei.rt purports that ha:V'ing the audio-visual instruction integrated 
as part of a methods course has an effect on ~tu.dent attitudes toward 
materials and that this pattern of in!i'!truot.ion is u.nsatb:f'aetory. 21 
It is the old story of cowring a large aount of 
material in a short period of time. The desired attitudes 
on the pa.rt of teachers are not developed unless there 
can be the proper amount of emphasis upon all aspects 
of audio-visual instruction. 
As long ago as 1947, the American Council on &iueation recognized 
the need that "improved teacher •du.cation in the use of audio-Visual 
materials is of the utl'flcst immediate importance. n22 However, the 
19 J.D. McA.ulay, uHow Much Influence Has A Cooperating '.i'eacher?tt 
~ Journal ~ Teacher Education (March, 1960), pp. 74-83. 
20 !?£. ill• , Shores, p. J62. 
21.aa,mond L. Klein, "Technological Influences: Section 2. 
Audio-Visual Breakthroo.gh, n !he Outlook in student Teaehi!:j, 41st 
Yearbook or The A.Hociation ?or Studeni Teaching, 196~ (bubuque, I0v1a, 
iJm. c. Brown Co., Inc., 1962), p. 121. 
22IUizabeth Goudy Noel and Paul J. Leonary, Foundations for 
Teacher &::lucation in Au.dio-Vlsual Instruction (ile.shiiiiton, !5. a.;-
liiierlean Council onEdw,aticn, 194 n;-T. 1!1:· 
l) 
urgency ·was still renected .fifteen years later, wheri in 1962, the 
AST Yearbook reported that "regretfully there are many collitges and 
universities that do not prepare their graduates for the modern class• 
room. • • • lt would seem self-evident that any person T,>Nparing to 
teach in the schools of this country should be skilled in the use of 
audio-visual aids. i123 Apparently, the problem in the preparation or 
teachers 1n the utilization and knowledge of mat,erials still exists 
despite authoritarian ooncensus and documented evidence that point. 
to this need. 
Basic to any effort toward evaluat.ion or suggested impro·,ement 
ot the pa.rte of teacher education programs whioh prepare teachers £or 
using instructional aids is the consideration oi' the framework in which 
th& teacher edaoat.ion takes place. katern Illinois University has 
recognized the modern educational objective ~hich requires the improv-e-
ment of the tea.cher-edu.eation program by inclwiing the selection and 
utilization of instructional materials in basic education courses. 
The required curriculum for elementary teachers at &stern 
includes the following education aoureess24 
Education .324. D!REC'fED lEARNIMO IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. 
S&lsctica1 am the effective organisation and presentation ot 
learning experiences. F.mphaeis on practical application of 
principles ot learning, instructional progrMU1, dttmoera.tic 
procedures in class organisation, management and control, and 
the gu.idanoe program, audio-visual materials. 
2) 9!• :!l•, llein, Outlook ~ Student TeachiUI, p. 120. 
24wtern lllinois Universit~ Bulletin., 1964, No. 252 
(Charleston, Iliinois, 1964), PP• l 2, 183. 
,_ ... --==· 
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Education )27. EL&i4ENT.UI CUWCUJ..UM• ffiOHilllO SOOllL 
ST"~I>IES AND LANGUAGE ms, USE OF INSTRUC1'IONAL MATKRIAI8. 
IN THE 11:C.&~N'I'AB.I SC!lOOL. !his course is designed to g1w 
the prospective elementary teacher an understanding ot the 
techn1q,us and materials used for teaching sooul atud.iea 
1n all ele,•ntary gx-ad••• The language arta program in the 
areas of listening., oral elq)reaelon, and written expresaion. 
including inatru.ction in handwriting, is lll!llphuiud. 
General principles involnd in tba selection and proper 
u.t1l1Rt1on of all types of instructional materials are 
presented froa the el.eaentary teacher•• point of view. 
Ed11cation )28. DIVILOPMINTAL UADir«l II ".ltd iIBMBNTAllY 
SCHOOL. Basal reading Pl"Ol1"• trom ldndergarten t~ough 
junior high echool uaiag bwu.n growth a-1 denlop•nt ap-
r,roaohJ nature. purpose, and current trends in reading 
instruetionJ guiding pr1ne1plee, typea ot Nading material•• 
teohnique&J evaluating propas. Deaonstrat.iona for clue 
observation and discuaaion. 
Edu.ca\ion )29. SCIDCI II fflS ELIMEm'AllY SCHOOL. 
Selection and development or u.nita, demonatraticme and 
laboratory work. 
For thoae students who plan careers in the kindergarwn, the 
follo·id.ng cours• is required12s 
Education 3J4. llNDEROilffi BOOCA.TION. Aiu, 
organi•ation, equipment and curriculua tor pre•school 
eduoationJ recent trends al'ld t.echniquea fort.he edu.cation 
of young children in nursery sohool am kindergarten. 
Q>sarvation and ti.rat hand experience with young children 
are required. Prerequisite to student teaching in 
kindergarten. 
Aleo available u elective courses tor education majors are two 
audio-visual couraes:26 
Jducation 487 • I.IITB.QDUC'I'ION 01 AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION. 
Theory and principlea for u.ae or audio-Tisual materials in 
2s Ioid., P• 18.3. 
-
26Ibid•• P• 167 
-
l 
teaching. lxperiances are ·provtded in the operation, 
selection. and utilization ot audio-visual aid•• 
iducation 488. PilPAtU.f:ION AND USE OF I15TRUCTIOl4L 
MA.TUIA.LS. The production of locally prepared audio-
Yiaual aaterials ueing the techniques ot mounting, 
lettering, and reproduc.ing by pictorial or g:raphic •an•• 
Jhphasis is upon impro'V"ing co•utw:ation 1n tlul learn• 
ing process. 
fhe Inst.-uetional Materials Cent.er at the Laboratory Schoel wu 
originally planned for the ataft and st\lden\ teachers in the school. 
&wever, now the materials are also being utiliaed in education eluaea, 
and they~ be checked out by students, used in the Center. or used 
in oft•curpue teaching assignment•• Among the available materials are 
filmstrips, records, piotUJ.'ee1 mape and globes, encyclopediu, 
dictionaries, pamphlet.a, curriculum guides, a -ptlbliahera• textbook 
exhibit, selection tools, and a programmed learning center. A teleVision 
receiver and preview faoilit.iee are also provided. The Center 1• 
equipped. with the followinca indiY.idual previewers, tape recordera., 
record players, dry aount presa, paper cu.tter, overhead, 16tn. fila-
strip, and opaque projectors. Fil.ma, disc and i..,. recordings are 
ordered from. t.he .Audio-Visual Center of the Un1Nraity, u is extra 
equipment when it. is needed. 
An appropriately equipped au.dio-visual laboratory ia proVided 
and staffed by the Audio.- Visual De-part•nt or Saetern 1n Blair Hall, 
ao that students may learn how to operate equ.ipm.ent. and practice 
utilising appropriate uteri.ala. Trn1s, astern pro\"ide• pre-aerYice 
teachers the opportunities and facilities :tor au.dio-viaual education. 
l 
CHAP'fllt III 
State•nt ot the Problem 
------
Does the problem or adequate preparation ot teachers !or the uae 
of instructional •terials exist. at la.stern? Can thia prepara\1on of 
student teachers be measured? lloea the stud•nt•e attitude toward 
audio-visual materials affect his knowledge ot inatructional materials 
and their Qtil1.Sat1on? 
Since the stud:, SU1Rl'llarized by HoAulq27 concluded tha.t the co-
operating teacher had more innuance on student teacher•, experiences 
than methoda courses, vould this same influence be evidenced by student 
teachers at Eastern who have recently ooapleted their aethoda courses 
and are C\ll"Nntly finishing the student teaching aaaignment? Does 
thia int'lt.ience result in addiiional aeasurable lmowleqe and eldllaf 
Although Camp's etud:128 concltlded that the degree to which 
college profe~e used Jl&tel"ials wae influential 111 determiniDg the 
use teachers 1l8de of aateriala in theil" own olassroonqs, would thie 
be true or atwients? Do additional experiences in cotu:'ses o\ltside 
27
.92. ill•, McA.ulay1 pp. 79...S)., 
2822,. !!!•, Outlook !!! Student Te&OhieJ, P• 120. 
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of method.a courses at Eastern contribute to the students• knowledge 
of these materials? 
17 
Spe-eitically• then, the problem. iss (1) Jloes Eastern Illinois 
University prepare its eleme11tary student teachers tor the ettectiV'e 
use of an instructional materials center? (2) Are favorable att.itudea 
toward in.strttctional materials being formed along with this preparation? 
(J) 1.'o what extent do baekgrOWld erperiences oontribute to student 
te-.ohara• attitudea and knowledge? 
f!!:Eo•• 
This study at.tempted to raeaenire the pffparation of elementary 
student teachers for the u.ae ot an instr\lc\1onal material.a center• 
and the attitudes student teaahera haft toward audio-visual material.a. 
Speeiticall.71 conaideration was g1wn to the following questiona 
Which were included in the prelindna?"/ letter which was sent to the 
supervising teachers who were invited to co-operate r11th the stud;r. 
l. ·'nat knowledge do elementary stw!ent teaehere have 
of audio-ruwll equip.merit, tools, and material.a in the 
Instructional Material• Oenter? 
2. What use do student teachers make of the Instructional 
Materials Center? 
J. wnat attitudes do st\ldent teacher, have toward audio,,. 
visu.al material.a? 
4. How can the work in the Instructional &teria.ls 
Center be made more ef'tect1ve in preparing teacher& tor 
elementa.17 schoolat 
18 
Justification or the Probl.&m 
--------
This problem has not been 1m•stigated., nor have there been 
tests made to Muure the preparation of student teachers in the 
knowledge and use of audio-visual aaterials and the 1nstl"Uot1ona1 
ma.terials oenter. Therefore,. the test itselt m1.ght be of soa benefit 
tor further related studies. The data t.nd the resulting agggeet,iou 
may have significance for those ccm.eernad with the im,rove•nt of 
pre-sel""'l'ioe training 1n. teaeher...edncation institutions. Administrators 
or instructional materials di.Nctora may consider to what extent the 
te.oilitiee meet the present and tu.tUN needs of student•• Dire-ctora 
and supervilo:rs of st11dent teaching u.y evalute pre-service 
preparation tor the etfective use of iutru.ctional materials centers. 
Delimitat.ions, .A.sa!5?tions, !!!'! Definitions 
This study waa limited to the elementary student teachers., in 
the k1ndergart.en for f'ov ;rear olda through grade six, at Ea.stern lllinoia 
University who were completing the teaching pract1cu the fall quarter, 
1964., in the Bussard Laboratory Scllool, and those student teache:ts who 
were beginning their assignaenta winter quarter, 196.li-19651 in the eUHt 
school. 
There waa no attempt to measure the intltaence the cooperating 
teachers had on the student teachers, eve,n though it waa recogniMd 
as being a. nria.ble that would affect the st.udanta• performance on 
the test and attitude scale. Nor waa there an. attempt to llflU\11"'8 
students' competency• even though competency is an important aspect 
of audio•visual ttd11Cation. 
Assumptions 
19 
This study was predicated on the assumption that audio-visual 
kno'wledge and ald.lla are needed by today's pre-eernce teachers in 
order that. as graduates. they will make better ue of the instructional 
materials and equipaent provided in their own school•• which will in 
turn contribute to the better understanding and more efficient learning 
of their estudents. It was further asaimed that favorable attitudes 
toward these materials is a pr1lle :reqw.aite tor l)re•e•rnce teachers 
and that these attitudes will underlie erteotive utilisation. 
Def1nit1ou 
Bllazard L&boratorz: School, Laborato& Schools The .fac111t1 
provided on the campua of Eastern lllinoia Uniwrsity tor the tra1n:1.ng 
of t.ea.chera in grades kindergarten for four ,-ar olds through grade 6. 
Co!Perat:H!I teaober!, auperrt.awg t.eacberu 'l'hoae teachers in 
tbe Laboratory School who supervise the student teachers assigned to 
the•• and who are directly reaponaible tor the elaeltl'Oo11 eXperiencee 
provided in the training ot pre-eerviee taach&ra. 
Student teachers, Education majors who are actively' engaged 
in the teaching praeticwa.. 
Pre-service teaehertn Education majors who may be, or 11&1' not be~ 
actiwly engaged 1n the teaching practicam. 
Oro!:§? _!1 llementary student teaohera assigned to the Laboratory 
20 
School for the tall quarter, 1964, in kindergarten tor tour ;real' old.a 
through grade 6. 
Ol"ou:e !!.!. Elementary atadent teachers assigned. to the laboratory 
School ror the winter quarter, 1964-l96S, 1n kindergarten for four year 
olde through grade 6. 
Inst.nictional Materials Center. JMC, Cen\er1 The room prorlcled 
in the Laboratory School to ho11se iruttl"uctional eq11ipant a.rvl M.teriale. 
Instructional materials center, Thia concept includes llhi"al'T 
Instructional -1da, instructional •terials., audio-vi•ual 
uterialu 1t4 combination or audio-Visual naaterial.a and printed matt.er 
to form a u.nitied collection ot all teaching resoureee.•29 
Tooles Those de'V'ices which pro'ride intonation tor selecting 
and locatinc materials in the Center. 
!;potbesea 
.Research ~othesis 1. Grcu.p 1 student teachers will haw a 
aignificantl;y better understanding and knowledge of the utenala and 
equipaent in the Instructional Mate?"ial.8 Center than Orc:nq, II student 
Beseareh Hypothitsis 2. Group I student teach:era vill reflect 
a more favorable attitude toward audio-visual materials than will 
Oroup II. 
Research I(ypothes1s 3. Thero 'will be a significant positive 
29 2E.• £!:.•, Instructional Materials, Illinois Ou.:ETioulum Program, 
21 
correlation bet.ween scores on the objective test and the scores on the 
attitude scales. 
Research Hypothesis 4. There will be a relationship between 
various ba.ckground factors and scores on the test. 
Null H;rpothesis l. There will be no significant d.if ferenoe 
between G:roup I student teachers and Grotip II in their understanding 
and kno;,rledge ot the materials and equipment in the Instructional 
Material.a C-enter. 
Null H,ypothesis 2. There will be no significant difference 
between Grou:p I and Group II student teachers in their attitudes 
toward audio-visual materials. 
Null Hypothesis J. There will be no significant correlation 
between eeores on the objective test and the scores on the attitude 
scales. 
Null Hypothesis 4. There will be no relationship between 
various background factors and eeoree on the test,. 
CHAPTER IV 
COLLECTION OF DATA 
The Instructional Materials Centar Information Test 
- ------ ----- --- -----
The Instructional Materials Center Information Teet was constructed 
£or the purpose of this study. No suitable device for surveying the 
knowledge of an instructional materials center and its equipment. 
materials and tools could be found. The first three sections of the 
test consisted of forty-eight objective items; the fourth, and last., 
section was an attitude test of thirty-seven items. 
Part I was constructed by the author and was patterned after 
library information tests. Parts II and III were composed mainly of 
questions taken from tests given to college students at Eastern in 
regular audio-visual courses. These questions vere not aimed toward 
specialized knowledge, but ,iere selected as the types of information 
that student teachers should have to be a.ble to use effectively the 
wide variety or instructional materials upon their graduation. Soma 
or the questions vrere specifically about the IMC in the Laboratory 
School. 
It was hypothesized that favorable attitudes toward audio-
visual materials would be concomitant ~11th developing audio-visual 
knowledges. "The realisation is rapidly growing that attitudes, the 
22 
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way individual.a am groups feel about the various aspects of their 
world, are probabl,y more dewnaina.tiw of behavior than •re cognitift 
nnderstwing of this world •• Jo Kelley- found in his atwi;r that "the 
att.itwte the teacher holds recarding the use of audio-visual material.a 
. . ~ o» 
will greatly atfect the success or an, au.dio-viau..., program. 
Part IV of the test ..ras a partial application ot a test ~lley32 
devised to measure attitudes toward audio-visual materials. Hts 
instrument waa designed to measure attitudes ot in-service teacher•• 
which Sargent, 33 1n a pilot st~, found to be 1neensit1T• to studen\BJ 
t.hlls, he mod1f.'1ed the wording or some or i&lle;,-1s it.ema 10 they' were 
applicaole t.o the experiences ot pre-ae!'"V"1ce teachers. Twenty-eight 
ot these statements were used. Sargent also used a tor. of the Semantic 
)4 D1.fterential s1.milar to tha. t. used b;r Bobren and Seigel to meuve 
stadent attitude toward cloeed-circuit instructional television. line 
of these acalea were used. 
30:a. H. Remmers, Introduction to ~jni,<>n and Attitude Measure-
ment (New York, Harper and Brothers, "'Y9 • P• Ir.' 
-
31aaylen B. lelle71 "A Study o! Teachers• Attitudes Toward Audio-
Vbual Materials," Educational Screen and Audio Visual Guide (March, 
196o), p. 119. -
32 Gqlen B. Jelley, "An .Analys1s of Teacher,• Attitude11 Toward 
the Use of Audio-Visual Materialsn (nnpublished Doetor•e tb.esis, School 
of Fd.ucation, Boston Uni~rsity, l9S9). 
33worman w. Sargent, "Th• Effects on Learning and Attitudea ot 
Oualativel7 Adding Three Instructional Technique, to Conventional 
Teaching in a Cotlrse in ,i.udio-visual lduca.tion• ( Wl)Uhli1hed Doctor ts 
theeis., School or Education. Indiana Uniwraity, 1963), pp. 46, '47. 
l4Hovard M. Bobren and Sheldon L. Seigel,. nStudent Attitude 
Toward Closed-Circuit Instructional Television,,• A.udio-Vieual 
Communication Review (Ma.y .. June,. 1960), PP• 124-121. 
1'he t.at. was first g1 wn to the Education 487 cl.us, an intro-
ductory class of ntheory and principles for the use of audio-visual 
materials in teaching.," to eatablish its reliab111t;r. So there would 
be no opportuity for students to prepare for it, the test waa gi..en 
unannounced. or the twelve to whom the test was administered, no 
st\lden°' achieved 100 per cent, and none scored less than S6 per cent. 
For this sample, the mean score wu higher than the mea scores of the 
two group, or student "aohers. Thia should be true if the additional 
course in audio-visual materials adds to the knowledge students ha-ve 
ot instructional materials, and if the test meuu.NUJ th.at knowledge. 
Using the m.ethod of rational equivalence, the test 11howed an 
accept.able reliability coefficient or • 715. The toll.owina fol"fflllle. 
wu wsedi 
.Although ten it.em.a failed to d1fterent.iate., they were left in the tinal 
test einee it was expected that the 487 class should have this knowledge. 
The test was submitted to the Director of the Audio-Visul 
Center with the fiminga, and he and the senior staff' members agreed 
to retain all the questions with alight aoditications of. wording. 
Permission to give the test to the student teaehera in the 
Laboratory School was granted by Director of the School of !lementary 
and Junior High School Teaching and the Principal of the Laboratory 
School. Tlie principal sent. a letter (See App•rld.ix A.) to the cooperating 
teachers in the rooms 14 throQ&h 6 aakine; that thq "oo: their st.\ldent 
teachers to a certain room, at a apeci!ied time, to take the unannounced 
test. On the day the te•t was administered, the anthor advised the 
student teachers of the nature of the test, its purpose, and that it 
would have no baaia for grades 1n st.uden.\ teachiug. This tirat test 
(See Appendix B) was giwn to t.he 26 student teacher• in Group I two 
weeka prior to the close of the tall quarter 1964. 
The test was administered the second iiNk or the winter quarter, 
1964•196.S, to the twenty-five student teachers in Group II. The same 
procedure wu foll.owed for the aeoond test. 
The lecord ot Use of the Instructional Material.e Center 
........ ....... ...................... ------------
The Record o! Uee of' the Instructional Materials Center (See 
Appem1x C) wu designed with the hypothesis in mind that those who 
Blade high scores on the IM lntormat1on Teet would alao :record more 
time spent in the Genter aelecting materi&le and uing equipment. 
Two factors precluded using this form• (1) failure of Oroup I 
student.a to return the .hcord, and (2) the design of the Record 
would not provide the n.ceaaary information. Aa no information nalative 
to the hypothesis waa availabu. thi• hypotbeaie waa not considered,. 
A questionnaire wu designed to detemine the background 
experiences of the two iJ"Oupa. The principal of the Laboratory 
School flnt a letter and the questionnaire to all Group I studenta. 
(See Appendix D) The author gave each Group IX student the 
26 
questionnaire and the instructions ror ita OOMpletion and return. 
Cwmlat1ve Quarter Grade Point Averye 
To determ:ine if' the tw,o grou.pa wre oo~arable, the eW11Ulative 
quarter srade point average of. each student teacher waa obtained from 
the director of ,tu.dent teaching in the Labo:rato17 School. These 
grade point aftrages were treated as acores and the uana ot each 
group were COJl't)tt.ted. The standard error of difference wae computed 
&OJI the aean of Group I, 2. 767, and the uan ot Oroup IX, 2. 709• The 
oomputed tot .467 waa not significant at the .OS level of oontidene•• 
-
CHAPTER 11 
Scores on the Instru.ctional Materials 
Genier fnforms.i{on ¥est 
---------
It w~s hypothesized that there would be a eignifioant difference 
between the mean scores of tho5e student teachers who had been 
teaching a quarter and thoff who had just started their usigninent in 
the Buzzard Iaborator/ School. However, the mean or those juat begin• 
ning the quarter• Group II, was J2.06, which \.rd somewhat above Group 
I who averaged 31.42. The difference between theae two independent 
means was C<>ffl?Uted and tested for signif'icanoe using the !!_ test,, 
The resulting t o:f .449 was not signU'ica.nt at the .0$ per cent lenl 
-
of confidence. It must be concluded that there u no significant 
difference between Group I and Group II on the first three parts of 
th& IMC Information Test, and the nu.11 hypothesis mu.st be accepted. 
l"he highest score was made by a Group II student .rhieh made 
the range for this gro~p from 41. t.o 24. The range for Group I was 
from 37 to 24. \,W lowest scores in both cues missed half the 
questions. The frequency distribu.tion in Figure l shows how the 
scores were distributed for both groups. 
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Scores on Parts of Instructional Materials 
Genter Information Teat 
The dutribution of scores tor each of the three parts of the 
teat is presented in Table 1. Students scored better on Part III, 
Which dealt With theory, than on the other two part, ot the test. 
Score in 
Point.a 
20. • • 
19 ••• 
18 ••• 
11. • • 16 •• • 
15 • •• 
14. • • 
1.) • •• 
12 • •• 
u . .. 
10 • •• 
, ... 
8 ••• 
1 ••• 
6 ••• 
s ••. 
4 ••• 
) ... 
2 • •• 
1 ••• 
Totals 
Mean 
Score 
TABLI l 
DIS'l"Rlatn'ION OF SCODS ON Till DISUUa?IOKA.L 
MATEalALS onra INFORMATIOI TUT 
Part l (15 pta} Pan II (20 :,ts) Part Ill (l.) pts) 
.Qroup I Group n 0ro'1P I Group n . Group I f 0roup 1% 
No. l No. • No. • •• • No. • No. j 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 l 4.0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
2 7.6 4 16.o 
0 0 0 0 6 23.0 7 2a.o 
1 3.8 0 0 2 7.6 2 B.o 
l .3.8 0 0 6 23.0 3 12.0 l ).8 l 4.o 
3 u., l 4.0 3 11.s 2 e.o 0 0 ) 12.0 
l J.8 3 12.0 l ).8 l 4.0 7 26.9 4 l.6.o 
1 26.9 5 20.0 3 11.S 2 s.o 8 30.7 8 32.0 
4 15.4 9 36.o l ).6 0 0 2 1.6 4 16.0 
2 7.6 2 a.o l ).8 0 0 S 19.) J 12.0 
J u.5 ) 12.0 l ;.s 2 a.o l ll.S l 4.o 
J u.s 1 4.o 0 0 l 4.o 0 0 1 4.0 
0 0 l 4.o 
l .).8 0 0 
26 99.6 2s 100.0 26 99.4 25 100.0 26 99.8 2$ 100.0 
9.19 8.96 12.6S 1).20 9.s, 9.84 
)0 
The mean score for both groups on Part III was over 9 out of a possible 
1.3 points, or 72 per cent of the questions ansWered oorrect.ly. The lowest 
average, were 9.19 for Group I and 8.96 for Group II on Part 1 which had 
1S question.a dealing with general in!Ol"mation 1n locating materials. Group I 
had a mean score of' 12.6; am. Croup II a mean sooN of 1).20 cm the 20 
questions dealing with materials and equipment on Part II. On both 
Parts II and III, Group II students had higher mean scores than Group I. 
Questions Missed on IM Center Test 
kaination or the questions missed abDWB more apttcitic&ll;r what 
student teachers do not know about the location or in.formation or the 
11se of materials and equipment 1n an inatr'uct:Lonal center. To call 
attention to areas in which ,rt,u.dents need additional training, the 
queat.iona missed by more than half the students are arranged :5.n Table 24 
TA.BI.a 2 
QWSTIONS M~SSIO BY HAU THE STUDENT TEAOHERS WHO TOOi THE 
INSTRUOTIONA.L MATtmIALS ClsN'fKa INFORMATION flST 
Library Skill or Knowledge Tested Per Cent of Quea~ion 
Student, Missing. Nwnber 
Part I. General 
Goe.la & objectives in teaching a wd.t 
Bibliographf on United Natiolll 
1·11mstrips owned by the center . 
Subject clus1t1cation of tree material• 
Part, II. Material• & lquipaem. 
Diagnosing trouble with l61Ul projector 
Synchronisation of sound and p1ctve 
Working aide ot ugnetie tape 
Position of materials on o'll'Orhead projector 
Tape speed on tape recorders 
Part III. Theory 
An advantage in uaing textbook• 
66.7 s. 
86.) 10. 
10.6 12. 
,4.9 14. 
70.6 1. 
s2.9 l. 54., 3.4. 
50.9 15. 
62.4 20. 
12.s 1., 
)1 
A SWIIIUl?';Y' of errors a.."ld omiss1ona is g1'fltn in Table 3 which liste the 
number am per cent or the students masing each item. (See 'test in 
Appendix B.) 
TABL'I l 
SUMJW.rC OF 11:UlORS AMD OMISSIONS ON OO'!'RUCTIOIAL 
MlT.l&RIALS CEl'ffi.!li. !Q'OllMATION TIS! GIVEN TO 26 
STUDENTS IN GllOUP I AND 2S STUDElffS IN GROUP II 
Pa.rt I• Gener.al. 
-
Mat. & Equip. {Cont.) 
Question Oro\lp I oroup n ~ust1on Oro11p I Group II 
Humber No. • No. 1 Number No. j No. • 
. 
-
l. 7 26.9 8 12.0 10. 2 1.1 0 0 
2. 1.3 so.a 12 h8.o 11. lO )6.4 11 44.o j. j 11., 3 12.0 12. 1 26.? s 20.0 
4. 9 Jlt.6 1 28.0 lJ. ? 26.9 3 12.0 s. 16 61.S 18 12.0 14. 14 5).8 14 $6.o 6. 0 0 0 0 1$. 14 53.6 l2 146.o 
1. 6 2.3.0 13 ,2.0 16. ) 11.s s 20.0 
6. 10 38.li 11 44.0 17. 7 26.9 ) 12.0 
9. . 13 5o.o 9 )6.o 18 • J 11.s s 20.0 
10. 22 64.6 22 88.o 19. 9 34.6 10 4o.o 
11. 9 34.6 8 32.0 20. 22 84.6 20 60.0 
12. l6 61.5 20 80.0 
13. · s 19.2 3 12.0 
l.4. 15 S7.6 1.3 s2.o Part III• Theory 1S. 9 34.6 4 16.0 
1. 19 13.0 18 72.0 
Pa.rt II • Mat. & !quip. 2. 4 15.4 ) 12.0 
3. 2 ?.7 2 a.o 
•• 
15 S7.6 10 40.0 
1. 19 13.0 17 68.o s .. 5 19.2 s 20.0 
2. 10 )8 I 8 .32.0 6. s 19.2 s 20.0 
·"' ,. 12 46.l l5 60.0 1. 9 34.6 11 44.0 4. 14 S3.8 8 .32.0 8. 2 1.1 0 0 s. ll 42.) 4 16.o 9. 11 42.) 8 .32.0 6. 6 2).0 s 20.0 10. 9 .34.6 11 44.o 
7. 
' 
11.s s 20.0 11. 4 lS.!i s 20.0 
8. lO )8.4 ll 44.0 12. 0 0 l 4.0 
9. 7 26.9 8 32.0 lJ. 2 7.7 0 0 
... 
--
lnowle?je 2£ general sources ~ information. -- The first portion 
of the Information Teet ~as to deternd.ne general knowledge student teachers 
haw about the location of materials and infornmtion 1n the Center. The 
list of questions asked which item would be used to t1nd the information 
most quickly. Althou.gh &Ollie questions vere rather specific as to the 
Cert.er, it was supposed there would be some transfer of library knowledge 
to this area ot instructional ma:terials. The similarity to a library•s 
card catalog, w.trtioal file materials, and tools tor locating information 
predicated this asswaption. Foar out of the fifteen queat1ona were 
missed by more than half ot the two grou.pa combined. (&est.ion 10 about 
the location or a biblicgrapb,y for further reading on the United Nations 
was the most troublesome, being lid.seed by forty-four (86 per eent) ot 
the fitty-one taking the test. In not selecting the correct choice, 
encyclopedia, it would seem then that these students know little about 
modern encyclopediaa., and the value they can be to the elasaroom teacher 
in finding aupplementaey- aater:S.al. The most frequent wrong &n8We:r 
given by t"Aenty-six of the forty-toar missing the item was •the card 
35 
catalog." Where one could locate filaetrips on Insects owried by the 
Center, qu.estion 12, was missed by 3$ (70 p<tr cent) o:t the gJ."oup•• The 
correct choice "card catalog" was obvious only to tho99 vho had used 
it and knew of the subject classitieation. ·thirty ot those missi.ng 
this item chose the lducat.ional Filutrip °'11de. The curricula 
.3SThe card catalog in the IM Center at the time of this test 
was limited to f'ilutrip• and textbooks. 
)j 
file as the best source tor goals and objectives 1n teaching elementary 
science was unknown to the 66.67 per cent. who mieeed this item. Thirt.y-
two of the thirty-tour miasing thie q_wtation chose Educator's Guide. 
-----
Thu same tool received 64 per cent ot the wrong selections tor question 2 
concerning the price, producer., and annotation ot £!2:. Oomunitz: ~ele!r•• 
The correct choice, lducational Fil.Jutr!R Oui&I., is appa.rentq \lnknmm 
to the forty-nine per eent missing thia 1 tea, and here, guessing ran 
the gua.t or all available choices except the di.ctiona.ry • .Uso posing 
a probl• tor oW'er half (SS per o•nt) or these prospective teacher• 
was question 14, vhich asked the lecation of a subject classification 
of tree materials. This is further e-n.dttnae that the tool Bdueator•a 
Gnide., the correct choice for thia item, 11 esoteric with this group 
ot students. 
It was not surprising that twice as u.ny in Oroup ll (ll ""6) 
ld.ssecl quest.ion 7 deali.ng with the location ot flat -pictures for •ocial 
studies. However, it wa.11 surprising that over twice ae many in 
Group I (9 • 4) missed qusUon lS concerning the age level for the 
filutrip and record, of the Nutcracker Suite, aince Group II st\ldent• 
have had less OJ)".'.\Ortanity \o study the• tools and aateriall in the 
Center. 
Group I missed a tot.al of 15) qwaatione or )9.2.3 per cent on 
Part I of the test. Group II llisaed a \otal of lSl question,, or 40.,02 
per cent. Thu en.dence suppol'ta the rejection ot the hypotheai1 that 
Group. I would show up significan\ly in this area beoa.a.ae they had the 
advantage ot access to the IM Genter for a quarter. 
34 
Understandi!_ll ~ materials ~ '!9,uipmen~. -- Pa.rt II of the teat 
consisted of ten multiple choice items and ten true or false questions. 
Five of these queations were missed by more than hal.t' of the student&. 
i.;iuestiona 1 and ) were both concerned with diagnosing dU'ticultiee 
while operating a 16mm projector. Seventy per cent could not define 
the trouble in question l, and over fifty-two per cent did not know 
what to do to S1I1chronize tho sound arxi picture as suggested in 
question ). These students might have to call f.or help in the classroom, 
or perhaps might stop the pres-ent.ation and not utilize the materials 
tor that day's lesson. Two questions on the tape recorder, numbe'rs 14 
and 20, also pus,J.ed those taking the test. The "working side of the 
tape" was troublesome to over 51' per cant., and the ta;,e speed wu 
unfamiliar to 82 per cent. So• rather awkward presentatio~ might be 
forthcoming from the fifty· per cent that did not know the position of 
materials on an o•,erhead projector. 
On two of the questions on this part or the test, more Group II 
stwient teachers were aware of how equipment could be wied than NGre 
those who had been teaching a quarter. Seven of Group I and only three 
of Group II answered incorrectly to the query on the successful 
operation of overhead projeotora in a partiall;r lighted room. The sam 
proportion (7 - 3) missed the question asking if book:1 could. be used 
in an opaque projector. All of the Group ll stadents correctly answered 
question 10 which was concerned with preview facilities 1n the Center. 
A revealing question was nUJ11ber 4 which asked the tj'J)$ of materials 
some filmstrip projectors also accommodate. Firty•three per eent of 
35 
the Group I teachers erred here, while only thirty•two per cent of 
Group II missed this item. 
Group I missed a total of' 190 questions,, or .36.5 per cent on 
Part II of the test; Group II incorrectly answered 169 items or 33.8 
per cent. This a.lao supports the rejection of the hypothesis that 
the opportunity to become more familiar with instructional materials 
would gift the advantage to t.he Group I teachers, and thereby, all.ow 
them to show up signi.ficant)..y better. 
Umeratandi!?i !!, basic theo9'" • -- Thie portion of the test,, 
Pa.rt III, va.s ooncerMd with items or a. mor& theoretical nature. 
Six or the items were multiple choice, and seven statements were true 
or false. JU ther these pre-service teachers were more astute in this 
area., or were better able to guess, since only the first question 
was missed by more than halt". ~'tlestion 1, answered incorrectly by 
37 (68 per cent), dealt with the selection of given choices tor an 
advantage of u.aing the textbook. These tea.ehers were perhaps 
\lnaware of the individual instruction that a text ean give pupils. 
The choice for a disadvantage of using the chalkboard, queetion 4, 
was troublesome to 2S students, of ,~hieh 1$ were from. Gr0~p I. It 
is regrettable that in answering number 9, over 37 per cent, 19 
students, felt they should •aaaume that learning has occurred as a 
result of showing a f'ilm to a clasa"J ll of these 19 were in Group I. 
And, al.most 40 per eent, 20 pre-tervioe teachers, ha1i'l'l not learned 
yet that verbal symbols are pure abstractions. 
Scores on the Attitude Scale 
---------
It wu hypotheeized that there ... ould be a significant difference 
betw~•n the mean scores on the Attitude Seale of thoee student teachers 
who had been teaching a quarter and t.hose who were just beginning 
the teaching practicum. There were eighty items on Part IV of the 
test. The scoring range on each item was trOlll l • 6, with 6 being 
the most favorable. The total possible score was 480. Figure 2 
shows the. frequency distribution of score, on the Attitude Seale. 
The range or the Group I student teachers was from 27S to 4S7, 
and the mean score was 381.4. The Group II student teachers ranged 
from 330 to 442, which gave them a mean score of 375.S. The standard 
deviation and the standard error of the mean va.s computed for each 
group to determine ·the standard error of diff:erenee. The t test 
-
wae then applied to determine the signifioanoe of this diff.erenoe. 
The computed l of .885 was not significant at the .o5 per cent level 
or confidence. Hence, the null bypothesis of no significant 
difference in attitudes, between the i?'Ollps must be accepted. 
A chi-square was computed tor each of the eighty items on 
the Attitude Scale. In this calculation, the null hypothesis is 
assumed that there is no significant dif'ference in attitude toward 
audio-visual materfa.ls between Group I and C',roap II. The .o, level 
of confidence was selected as the ace:Uracy limits within which the 
null hypothesis could be rejected. The obt..ained chi-square (X:2) 
vala.e is the aum ot the squares of differences between obserwd 
(£0 ) and expected (f8 ) frequencies diri.ded by the expected frequency 
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for each cell. !ates formula. £or correction was w,ed where degNe1 
of freedom were limited to one. The calculations used in obtaining 
chi-square values for these items is illustrated by the calculation 
!or chi-square of statement nine shown in Appendix E. 
Table 4 shoQ the signifieanee of differences in attitudes 
bet:;.:;-een the two grou:ps of student teachers in their responses· to the 
first twenty-eight stat1nl!l•nts on audio-visual materials. Examinati~n 
or the table reveals that there are significant differences in 
attitwie on only two of the items. Firt7•sefln per cent of Qroup I 
"1vc.n.1gl,7 agreed" with item 5 6 °There are more good points than bad 
points a.bout audio-visual materials," while only twelve per cent of 
Grou.p II ttstrongly a.greed." Forty-three per cent or Group I and 
ei&hty-eight per eent of Group II •agreed" with this sam.e statement. 
The computed chi-sq~are of 8.133 was significant at the .01 levdl 
or confidence. "It takes too much ti.M to us$ audio-visual materials 
in the cla.s~room,"' statement 16• was "strongly disagreed" with by 
fifty-seven per cent or Group I and b;r si.xteen per cent of Group II. 
'1.'he computed chi-square tor this statement wae 9.692 which was 
signific~nt at the .o5 level or confidenc.e. 
In contrast to the Group II student tee.ohers w?to tended to 
"agree 1• or "duagreo" • the Grou..p I student teachers tended to 
either nstrongl,r a.g.ree" or nstrongly disagree" with the statements 
on the attitude scale. Table S illustrates this observation,. 
l. 
2,. 
). 
4. 
s •. 
6, 
1. 
8. 
,. 
10. 
TABIB 4 
SIGNIFICANCE OP DUPEREICB BINID' THI RESPONSES to 
. Taffl-lIOl'fr STAT.ICM'DTS 01 THI us.I O'F AUDIO-
VISUAL MATDIALS BI T.'l!O GBtJUPS. OF 8N:Olft 
TEACHERS 
Obtained lBYel of 
Yalu.es ot Confidence 
Statement Chi•8QUN ,OS 
A\ldio-vipal uteriala _.. u•t•l l,646 
1n developlnc 001Tect concepte. 
It i• ~ -.oh bother to "qua\ 
the aa\erial.a tar •aouah in ad• 
vanoe t,o .be aue .. of getting them 
when ,-ou want tbe111e 7,171 
AUdio•vieu.l uter1ala are a peat 
help to olusro• waobi91. ,782 
St.w:lent.a in higher grades an able 
to hudl• aon abaln.c\ utvial.a 
ucl cl• nol .. , ...ti~Yiauel 
tea•hinfl• 2.011 
'l'1lwe •• •:re pod poin\a \hall 
bad.peiaff abo4lt a..U..-viaual 
•kriala. a •. u1 
* 
S\vdant• nt.aii\ lenp• \he 
mat.rial.- ta\ have been pre• 
Hawci audlo-Tiaqll7, ,9S2 
The• •t•rbla eeltloa have mub 
to off•• in \he ClUll'OOII .. t\ing, 2,738 
The u,. of au41o-Y11n1al materiala 
greatly increases student interest.. 4,919 
"9newiac .tilu aa4 f11-tr:ip. 
WUl al..,.a Q8 & •Mn• S.48S 
X..amiae 1*r t,q UH audio-visual 
material.a ia a complete waste of 
ti.118, ),897 
)9 
NS DJ 
* 
l 
* 
) 
* 
l 
* 
I 
l 
* 
2 
* 
2 
* 
2 
* 
) 
• 2 
TABLE 4 -- Continood 
State•nt 
Oota.inad 
Values of 
Chi-square 
ll. It l'llight be difficnl t tor the 
student to handle abstract ideas 
if many or his experiences are 
with audio-visual materials. 
12.. Filu and f'il:mstripe an usually 
quite accurate as tar u content 
is concerned. 
4.456 
4.261 
1). Cl>taining the audio-visual material.a 
that the teacher wants 1s usually 
a simple procedure. 2 • .370 
14. My instructors in college did not 
use audio-viall&l materials; this 
is su:ff'ioient evidence why' l 
shouldn•t bother either. 3.037 
1,. . It is ext.rem.ely d.ift'icu.l t to 
locate appropriate audio-visual 
material.a. 
16. It takes too much time to 11ae 
audio-visual materials in the 
4.621 
classroom. 9.692 
17. Teachers are ,ju.st entertaining 
the class when they use audio• 
visual materials. 1.574 
18. A good teacher will usually want 
to make, and will find time to 
make, audio-visual materials for 
wse in his classes. l..6)0 
19. School systems and large schools 
should provide materials, racili-
tiaa, and competent help to permit 
and assist teachers to make teach• 
ing materials. 4.340 
laffl or 
Confidence 
.05 NS fl 
* j 
* ' 
* 2 
* ' 
* 2 
* 2 
* 2 
TABLE 4 -- Continued 
Statement 
20. Competent, well.-nrepared teachers 
need to use .fewer a.1.1d10 .... visual 
materials than teachers Who are 
ubtained 
Values of 
Chi-square: 
less -well-prepared. 2.470 
21. Class tble devoted to aw:Uo-n.sual 
materials is less productive of' 
learning than equ.al amounts or 
time devoted to reading, explain-
ing and disc11saion. 5.496 
22. Teachers usually use film.a as fill.-
in materials for times when they are 
inadequately prepared to teaeb a 
lesson~ when they are ill or know 
they will be a1t1q trom class, il1ld 
Just before and &ft.er vacations 
when students are too restless to 
haV'& a serious class. .976 
2). The use of audio-visual ma~erials 
in college cannot be ju.stitied. 
24.. Film.strips can be used aa e:f'fective-
ly and interestingly as f11lll8. 4.o85 
2$. Many of' the attdio-visual materialo 
available to teachers are so out of 
date that it creates a serious 
problem. .498 
26. Audio-visual equipment is compli• 
cated and. dif'ticult to learn to us•. 2.,02 
27. Undesirable behavior and disciplinary 
problems of some pupils can often 
be curtailed by not permitting them 
to see the school movies or partici-
pate in a field trip. 1.311 
28. Audio-Visual materials made by 
teachers are just not as effective 
u commercially produced materials. .509 
Level of 
Confidence 
41 
.o, NS 1lF 
* 2 
* .3 
* J 
* 3 
* 4 
* J 
* .) 
* ) 
TABLE 5 
STTJD1ll1' RES?CNSES TO 'fHE AT'lITUDI SCALE AS ROOORDED BY 
Ti~Effl ... SlX STUD:&NTS IN GROUP I AND T\{lENTY-FI'i.E 
STUDENTS Itl GiOUF ll 
Strongly Mild4' Mildly 
Agree Agree Agr$e Disagree OisagN!le 
State. Group t Group Group Group Group No. I II I II I II I II I II 
l 
I 12 1. 23 16 3 9 2. l l l 4 l) 
). 2) 13 3 4 l l 
4. l l s s 11 l) 
$. 14 J 12 22 
6. 10 7 12 15 3 3 l 
1. l 2 2 l 9 14 
8. 17 10 I 8 ll l 4 9. 1 2 2 5 $ 4 10 lJ I 
10. l I l 6 12 
11. l 2 2 2 l 5 17 14 
12. 3 1 15 11 u ) 4 6 4 
13. 3 l 10 l2 s s 3 s ) 2 
14. l l 
11: 
15 
15. I 3 2 5 3 17 
16. I l I : 2 0 18 17. l l 6 13 f 
42 
Strong 
Disagre 
Group 
I II 
12 8 
10 $ 
14 8 
1 l: 2 13 
s 2 
l 
15 10 
7 2 
15 1~ 
12 12 
43 
Strongly i MildlJ" MUdlf Strong 
Agree I 1.gree Agree Disagree D1aagree Dis 
State. Group Group Group Group Group Group 
lo. 1 II I II I II 1 II I II I II 
1a. 12 9 11 lS l 1 l l l 
19. 16 ll 6 12 l 2 l 
20. l 2 l 2 2 10 14 ll 6 
21. I l l 2 2 ) 6 9 l) 10 3 22. 1 3 6 2 ) s 10 9 s 6 
' 
23. l l l 1 
' 
ll ll 12 8 
24. 9 4 11 16 3 l l 2 l l 
2s. l .3 ) 6 s 6 6 T 8 3 2 
26. 1 1 l 3 s 12 lS 8 4 
27. l l 2 ) 3 3 ) 8 9 ll 7 
26 l l 2 2 s 3 1, 12 ; 6 
The examination of the computed chi-aquares on the Semantic 
.Differential Scales revealed tev significant differences between the 
two groups. Table 6 shows the significance or difference between the 
responses to the items on the Semantic Oit.terential b7 the two groups 
of student teachera. 
When ubd to rate the concept, •use of t'Uma in teaching.• 
the groups dittered aignifioantly on two of the aeven ecalea. 
TA.BIB 6 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DI1~NCES BKTI{&&N THE RESPONSES TO 
EIGHT SBMILNTIC DIJ'FErumTIAL SCA.I.IS ON AUDIO-VISUAL 
MAtERIAI.S BY T'v#O Gl\OUPS OF STODlllr TBA.OHMS 
= eiifilei five± of 
Scales Valv.ee of Oonf'idence 
-
Ohi,•UPID .as 11 PE .. 
Use ot films 1n teaching 181 
worthWhil•-•- , ... , ... ,- 1-,useles1 .o46 
* 
l 
time savtng-,.,-,-1-1-atillle consuming 1.427 
* 
2 
foolish-1-1-1-,-,-1wise 6.442 
* 
2 
educat.ive-1-1-1-1-1-aentertaining 7.174 
* 
2 
eomplicated•1-1-1-1-1-1sillple .768 
* 
2 
provocative-1-,-•-•-•·•euperficial ).452 
* 
2 
impractical-1-1-1-1-1-&praetica.l $.ooo 
* 
2 
Use ot filmstrips in teaching is 1 
worthvhile••·•·•·•-•·•wseless ).70) 
* 
2 
time 11u1ving-1-•-•·•-•-1tinle consuming .S.3h 
* 
2 
educati'ft-•-•-1-1-1•tentertain1ng 6.689 
* 
2 
challenging-1-•-•·•-•·••uperticial 6.018 
* 
2 
:impractioa.l-•·•-•-•-1-spraetical 1.$99 
* 
2 
Use or the nanne1 board iaa 
wort.hwhile-1-1-a-1-1-suseless 5.548 
* 
2 
til&e saVing-c-c~,-•-1-stillle oonsWling .426 
* 
2 
educati-ve•t•l•t•l•t•sentertaining 1.$92 
* 
2 
cballenging-, ... ,., .. , ... a- a superficial 2.716 
* 
3 
ifflpractical-•-•·•·•·•·•praetical .591 
* 
2 
Use of the overhead projector itu 
worthwhil•· •· •·•-•· ,-su.selesa .9b8 • 2 
time savinc-•·•·•·•-1-ttille corunmdng .740 
* 
2 
educati'Wl·*·•-•·•-•-1supEtrticial 1.671 
* 
2 
impractioal-1•t•l•l•t•1praotical 1.014 
* 
2 
Use of tield trips iss 
worthwhile-a-•·•·•· , -1 uee le rs 6.3S2 *· l 
time sartnc-•·•·•·•·•-•time consuming l.86) 
* 
l 
educative-•-•·•-•-••1entertainin1 S.9SS 
* 
2 
challenging-•·•-•·•-1-1superf1cial 4.sso 
* 
2 
impract1cal•1•1•t•&•1-1praetical 4.3$6 
* 
2 
TABLE 6 -- Continued 
Scales 
Obtained 
Values of 
Chi ... sgu.are 
Use of auto-instructional materials 1s I 
worthwhile••- :- i .. : - • - JUi!Je lese 
foolish-1-1-:-1-,-,wiee 
boring-:-1-i-s-i-iinteresting 
conaplicat.ed-s-1-1-1-:•&simple 
time Baving-:-:-:-1-:-iti.Ine consuming 
challengi.ng•1-1-:-1-:-1superfieial 
Use of the tape recorder iss 
eomplicated-:-1-1-1-1-:stmple 
toolisb.-1•:-,-1-;•1wiae 
boring-1-, .. 1 ... 1-1-11ntereating 
time saving-1-,-•-•-1-1tuae consuming 
cha.llenging-1-;-1-1-1-:ueelesa 
Dramatizations and use of puppets are 1 
worthwhile-1•1-1•&•t•&uaele11 
chall&nging-1-c-1-c-a-:superficial 
boring-1-1.••·•-1-1interesting 
time saving-1-1-1-1-1-ttim.e consuming 
educative-1-1-•-1-1-sentertaining 
p1•actieal- 1-,-:-i-i-dmpraetical 
l.292 
.716 
.566 
.173 
2.268 
.6$4 
2.27) 
.. 177 
.747 
6.662 
1.916 
.747 
Iavel of 
Confidence 
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.o, IS IP 
* 
2 
,)! 2 
* 
2 
·• 2 
* 3 
* 
2 
* 2 
* 2 
* 2 
* 2 
* l 
* 
2 
* 
l 
* 
2 
l 
* 
2 
* 
2 
Group II 8t11dent teachers rated film use less wise (pa.OS), and less 
eduoati ve (p•.05), than did Grot.1p l. 
dhen asked to rate the concept, "Use o.f filutripa,tt the gou.ps 
di!'.f'ared significantly on two ot the five scales. Orou.p II students 
rated filmstrip use as less educative CJ:>:.OS), and less challenging 
( 'P•• 05), t '1.an did Group I. 
dhen asked to rate the concept, "Use of field trips/' the groups 
dif f::ired significantly on only one eceale of the t'ive. Group II considered 
the 11ee of' field tripe u being less worth.while (t>=.OS), than did Group I. 
~!hon asked to rate the concept, "Dramatizations and use of pnppets," 
the groups dif'tered signi.fieantly on onl1 one out of the si.x soales. 
Group I considered this as being less tbtG saving (pa.o5)., than did 
Group II. 
There ,,ere no significant differences between the groupa on the 
concepts, •use of the nannel boaro,tt "Use of the overhead projector#" 
"Use of a.uto-instruotional materiala,tt and ~use of the t${)8 recorder.• 
The concept "Team teaching" revealed no signitioa.nt ditt'eNooes 
between the groups W'.'len obi-squares were computed u exaination of 
Tabla 7 reveals. 
TABLB 7 
SIGNIFICAllO.E OF DlFFERENClfS BEMD THE RESPONSES TO ONE 
5.&M.Ur?IC D IFna&NTIAL SCAI.E ON TEAM Tl.A.CHINO GI VIN 
BY NO OIOUPS OF S'i'UUXNT t!UCH&RS 
Obtained. 
Scale 
.awl of 
Contidence Values ot 
Chi-square .o5 IS D1 
team teaching ( t·;o teachers sharing 
the responsibilities) would bee 
desirahle•i•1•1•1-1-1undesirable 
unpleasant:•:-1 .... J ... J•tploasant 
worthless-i-1 ... 1-; • t•svaluab le 
unfair-1• i-1-1- ,-sfail" 
suceessf'u.l1-s-1-,-,-suns11eceastul 
Wise-t•lwl-t-t•Ounwise 
boring-•-•·•-1-1-tinteresting 
brO&dening1-,-1-1-:-1con.fining 
practical- • • •- •· i • ,- i impractical 
3.089 
1.026 
;.,28 
1.764 
2.$18 
.400 
1.32s 
.607 
.372 
* 
2 
* 
2 
* 
2 
* 
2 
* 
2 
* 
2 
* 
2 
* 
2 
,Jt 2 
The scores we~e divided into three categories corresponding to 
good, fair and poor for each Sema.nt1e Differential, Peroentar;es were 
then computed for each group to determine if fU't;r per cent or more 
of these pre-service teacher• had •good" attitudes to~.fard the items 
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teated. On only one scale, 11 Use of auto-instructional materials," 
did lese than fifty per cent or Group I record less than good 
attitudes. Lass than fifty per cent of Qroup II recorded less than 
good attitudes on the item, "Use of field trips." The three 
categories of attitudes and the per cent* reporting them are luted in 
Table 8. The groups do not seem to differ mu.ch poroentage111&e, except 
on the item, •use of field trips." It was pointed out earlier that 
only on the worthwhile.,._ uselesJ concept was the obtained chi-square 
significant on this item. This table illustrates the a1milaritJr be-
. tween the groups of student tea.ohers, even thou.gh one group had al.llloat 
finished the practicum and the other was jut begimung. 
TABLE 8 
PER CEN'f OF STUDENTS UOORDING Goa>, FAIR, A)I) POOi 
ATTITUDES 0N iIOHT STA'!IMENTS ON A®IO-V!SUAL 
MA.TSiilS AND on STATIKltNT ON TIAM TEACHil'll 
Group I Group Il 
Statement Oood Fair Poor Good Fair Poor 
:' % i % % % 
Use of f'il.ms in teaching 6S 3) 2 65 32 3 
Use of filmstrips in teaching 75 22 .3 73 24 3 
Use of the flan.ne l board 74 2$ l 63 34 .3 
Use of the overhead projector 7S 24 l 78 21 l 
Use of field tripe 70 21 9 49 j6 JS 
Use of auto,..instriictional materials 48 45 7 50 41 9 
Use of the tape recorder 56 32 l2 51 41 B 
Dramatizations and use of puppets ,2 JB lO $0 38 12 
Team teaching 66 29 5 65 30 5 
* hr cent computed to the nearest whole per cent. 
Although there ifU no· significant difference between the •an 
scores in the groups, there wu u interesting di.ff'erence that should 
be noted. This dift&rence between studente in Group I, who had had 
more experience with Materials and equtp•nt, and students in Group. n, 
who were just beginning the assignment ••med to be fairly consistent 
through the nine Semantic Differentials. Thee differences are 
illustrated in Figures 4 through 12. An exaJ1inat1on of these figures 
shows that Group I tended to reneot somewhat stronger feelings on 
most oonoepte than did Group II, even though the:r ditfered by only 
one degree on the oontimlu11. Gt-oup II tended to indicate that they 
valued the different inetruc""t.1onal u.terial• a.a 80l18Wbat l••• 
"worthwhile," less •educative,. .. and lus •practical" on :most of the 
scales than did Group I. 
One of the hypotheses ot this stud)" waa that favorable attitudes 
toval"d audio-visual materials would be concomitant with high acorea 
on the objective part ot the test. A. Spearman rank order correlation 
coetticient waa computed for each group. The obtained rho or .Jl9 
for Orou.p I did not exceed the r ot .381 at the .oS level or 
-
contideue with 2$ degrees of :freedom. Hor did the obtained rho 
ot .35S for Group II exceed the r of .388 with 24 degrees of heedo,a. 
-
Therefore, the nw.l hypotbeaia that there will be no significant 
correlation between the scores on the objective test and scone 
on the attitude scales must be accepted. 
Gr. I 
Gr. I 
Gr. I 
Gr. II 
Very 
Good 
Time saving 
Fair Very 
Poor 
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Figure 4.--Attitude of Two Groups of Students Toward the Use·of 
Films in Teaching 
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Figure 4.•-Continued 
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Figure 5.--Attitude of Two Groups of Students Toward the Use 
of Filmstrips in Teaching 
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Figure 6.--Attitude<of Two Groups of Students Toward Use of 
the Flannel Board 
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Useless 
Time consuming 
Impractical 
Figure 7,••Attitude of Two Groups of Students Toward the Use 
of the Overhead Projector 
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Useless 
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Figure 8.--Attitude of Two Groups ~f Students Toward the Use 
of Field Trips 
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Figure 9.--Attitude of Two Groups of Students Toward the Use of 
Auto-instructional Materials 
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Figure 10.--Attitude of Two Groups of Students Toward Use of 
the Tape Recorder 
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Figure 11:·-Attitude of Two Groups of Students Toward Use of 
Dramatizations and Puppets 
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Figure 12.--Attitude of Two Groups of Students Toward 
Team Teaching 
Figure 12.--Continued 59 
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~uestionnaire Ana;t.;y:sia 
'fhe questionnaires were mailed to the Group I student tea.ch.era 
on February 25, 1965. A follow-up letter (See Appendix F) was mailed 
March ll, 1965, to those who had not responded. 'l'went7 .. one instruments 
vere returned from Group I. All bu.t oM of the twenty-fiw qo.est1on-
rudres distributed by the author to the Groap II student teachers 
were returned. All questionnaires were usable, and the author felt 
this return of 88. 2 per cent was an adequate 1u,mpling of the intended 
population. Thus, rorty .. 1.d.x questionnai.X'ea were used 1n the analysis 
of background experiences. 
Reported Background lxperien<Hts 
ol Stu.dent Teacher• 
There was little difference between the groups in the number of 
students reporting the listed experiences revealed in Table 9. The 
reported high school experiences were limited and included such 
COlllfll8nta u, "ran a projectox- in vocational agriculture." The mean 
score of 27.S on the IMC Information Test for the three students 1n 
Group I was below th• mean score cf Jl.42 for the group. '?he mean 
score of .3).0 of the three students in Oro11p II was above the mean 
score of )2.06 for Group II. 
Two students in Group I reported having had an audio-visu&l. 
course, and they had a r::., an score of Jl.S on the IMC Test, which 
was above the mean score of Group r. In Group II, three students 
indicated having had an audio•vis~1al course,. and they had a mean 
score of .34.16, which was also above t.he mean score of their group .. 
COMPAlUSON OF MEAN SCORES ON IMC IN1l\>WU.'f1CiN mT 
AND 01 REPOR.TED BACKGROUND UP.wmtNOIS 
OF SroDINT TIACBEBS 
High School Use of IMO for 
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No. ot st.e.denta 
and 
Mean Scores 
(from IMC Teat} 
11:perience Oolle\e Course, A· V Work !!E•rience 
With A-V Reg. · o!. fot.il Course 4-V Ilbra!"y' 
Gr. I Students 
Or. II Students 
Gr. I Mean 
Or. II Jean 
j 
3 
27.,0 
3).0 
Jl.l 
2 
3 
17 
17 
2 
3 
32.30 n.,o 
Jl.97 ~.16 
' 
J2.l88• )2. 7 
l 
l 
2a.o 30.10 
36.o .33.2$ 
* Greater than the combined means of both groups on IMC Information 
fest of .:n. 738. 
One student teacher from each of t,he groapa reported college 
work experie:nc. in an audio-vi.au.al or an inetructional materials center. 
The Group I 1tudent had a score or 28 and the Group II student a score 
of J6. The Group I respondent vaa below, and the Group II N.-pol\dent 
i"ive students in Gro11p I reported work experience in llbrme•• 
'flu"Ge of thfJse Btu.dents had had experience in high school li'branes, 
one in a public library• and one in a college library. The mean 
soore ot these students was .30. 7, which a.as below th& mean score ot 
Group I on the IMC Test.. Eight students in Group II indicated work 
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experience in libraries. Seven had wornd in high school librarie•, 
one had worked in high sohool and oollep librari••, and one in a 
college library. The mean ecore vi 3).24 for these eight stud.eat.I 
wu above the MU>. score or Group II on the DIG Teat. 
While it was not expeeted. that Ml1Y' ot these nu.dents would have 
had expel'ience with materials in high school, an alldio-rlsual course, 
or work experience in an aad1o .. 'fiew center or libral"T, it did seem 
reasonable to expect that all would haft had experience in the Bl 
Center. Fitteen in Group I :reported their W!l8 or the Center as a 
course requirement, two reported their uae u voluntary, and ro11r 
reported no u.se. In Group II,. fourteen indica\ed their ware u a coUFae 
requ.iNment, three indicated their u.ee as voluntary, and sewn reported 
no u.se. 1'be total nwaber of student.a tor each p-oup wa.a 17 • The . .tour 
reporting "no use" 1n Group I had a aean score ot 28.S on the DCC 
Test, as compared io the aean ,core of )2 • .) of thoae reporting •uae.• 
The sewn reporting "no ••" 1n Group II h&d a mean score ot J2 .S, 
q com.pared to the mean score of 31.'1 or those reporting •u•.• 
The Group II mean of )2 • .$ tor "non-tlHl"a" was distorted becauae the 
student who had the highest score on the teat (41) was in this grot1p, 
an:1 this score was Nftn pointa abowi the •oond hichest score of 
those reporting "no use." The •dian score of .31.0 for the "non-
user,• is more meaningtul. 
The com.bined :mean, of those reportinc these bacqround experiences 
were eoaputed and oompared to the combined mean or Group I and 
Group II on the IMC Teat• as Table 9 rewaled. The combined •au 
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of those reporting nu.se" of the IMC for college courses, audio-visual 
courses, and library experience are above the combiried mean for the 
groups on the IMC Test. 
Reported Use of ths IM Center for College Courses 
Those students who reported wuse of the IM Center• listed the 
college courses in whieh they utilised. the equipmen.t and m,11rteriale 1n 
the Center. Table lO lut.s those courses and the number and per eent 
or students reporting. 
Course No.* 
Ed. J2h 
Ed. 327 
Ed. 328 
:&:i. 329 
Id~ 334 
Ed. 487 
Ed. 488 
TABLI 10 
CCJURSES FOR WHIOH SEVEl'lI'DN STU'l)fflS 
IN EACH Gllt.)UP iXPOB:ffl) USE OF THI 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAJ.8 CINffl 
Group I Group II 
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
1 5.9 2 11.8 
ll 64.7 lJ 76.5 
a 47.l 6 35.l 
10 $8.B 11 64o7 
2 11.8 l 5.9 
l 5.9 3 17.6 
l S.9 0 0 
* 
For course descriptions see pages 13 and 14 and 15. 
This table reveals that there is little difference betwe1!m the 
groups in number of students using the center for the listed courses. 
For only two courses did crver fifty per cent use this facility. 
Sixty-four and seven tenths per cent or the 17 students in Group I 
and 76.S per cent of the 17 students in G-roup ll reported Jenter work: 
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was necos3ary for &:lueation 327. Fifty-eight and eight tenths per 
cent ot Qroup I and 64. 7 per cent of Group II ·indicated use of the 
Center for Education 329. 
Reported Courses in ~1bich Colleg~ Professors 
Used Instructional Materials 
Bespondenta were ask:ad to 11st the oourse5 in which they had 
been enrolled in which the instructors tor those coursee had w,tld 
material.$ and equipment to aid in the learning process. Tabli, ll 
illustrates this reportcJd classroom. ue by professors. 
TAB.LI 11 
NUMBER OF COURSES IN WHICH IHS1'RUCTIONAL MA'.n'RUIB 
WERE tTBED BY COLI...EOi Pltm'ESSOIS AS R'IPORTED BY 
NO GROUPS OF S'l'UDINT TIACHKU 
!hm,ber of Group I Group II Total 
courses No. Per C.nt No0 Per Cent No. hr Cent 
-o- .., 9.5 ) 12., $ 11.1 ,:: 
l ... 2 2 9.5 l 4.l J 6.7 
3 ... 4 4 19.0 10 41.7 14 .n.1 
5 - 6 4 19.0 5 20.8 9 20.0 
7 - 8 2 9.S l 4.1 3 6.7 
9 - 10 3 14.) -0- .. o-
' 
6.7 
ll - 12 ) ~ • .3 ) 12,.$ 6 l).3 
13 .. 14 l 4.7 l 4.l 2 4.4 
Totals 21 99.8 24 99.8 4$ 100.0 
6S 
Two student• in Oroup I and three students 1n Group ll indicated that 
they had had no courses in which uteriale or equipment were u.ed. 
-
One student from Group I listed thirteen courses and one atudent 
from Group II listed fourteen cou.raes which was the largest nw1iber 
:tor either group. 'J.'ha nrean :maber of oom'Ses in which •wriala and. 
equipment were used vas 6.1 for Group I. The Group II •an of 4.9 
is not much lower than the mean or Group I. 
In both groups, students listed a •ariety of subjects in 
which various instructional :material.a and equipment had been tul8d by 
th.Bir instructore. It would 1eem £rom Table 12 that students ha.ff had 
their learning enriched DION in education oours•• t.hal'l in otber subject.a. 
TA.Bl.I 12 
SUBJICT AU\$ IN WHICH INStllUCTIOBA.L HA'.fEIIALS WIii USD BY 
INS1'Rtf OTOBS AS INOIQATII) BY NINITDII STUDBITS Ii GIOUP :t 
A.Nl} TwXNTY•O& STUDINl'S D GROUP II 
Subjects 
Anatom.r 
Anthropoloa 
Art, 
B1o1QO' 
Botan," 
id.uoation 
Oeograph7 
Health lduce.tion 
History 
L1bra17 
Mathematica 
Muaic 
Physical iducation 
Physical Science 
Group I 
Bo. of Couraes 
6 
4 
91 
s 
2 
s 
l 
s 
Group II 
No. ot Com"19ea 
l 
2 
l 
' l 81 
8 
l 
l 
2 
l 
' 1 l 
TABLi 12 -- Continued 
Subjects Group I Group II 
No. of Oo\U"ffa No. ot Countee 
:Pb,ysioa 1 
Phy1ioloa l 1 
Pqcholoa ., 
Speeoh 2 
Sociology l 
Zooloa 7 l 
fotaia iJf U9 
Bowewr, the instruaent may have been at fault here. leapcmdenta 
M&T have thought that only education courses wre to be considered, 
u this was the onq area reported by ten students in Group t and 
by tourte•n in Group n. Thia picture aay be distorted, too, by 
faulty 11em.oms ot students or by bute in completing the qu.eation-
Reported Materials and Equipment Used 
b7 College Instruct.ore 
The respondents were alao asked to oheck the types ot equip-
ment and materials used in college COIU'Hs by their instructors. 
This item on the questionnaire wu included to detendne if one 
group had had more exposure to various uteriall and equipment used 
in their course 1vork than had the other. Table 13 reveala few 
notewortlJT dit.f'erencee between the groups in mmber ot students 
recording the •ariou.s experiences. 
TABLE lJ 
¥J\TERIA.IB ANO EQUIPMJ:\!NT USED BY PROI"ESSORS IN 
GOLIBOE COURSES AS RIPORTJD BY T1IBN'1'Y-ONB 
STUDDT TV.CH!RS IN OROUP I AND TWEN'.rY:-
FOUR STUDENT TEACHERS IN GROUP II 
Group I Ch"oup II 
Materials and Equipment No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
Flannel boards 8 JSoO 4 l.6.7 
Bulletin boards 14 67.7 ll 4,.a 
.Pict12ns 16 76.l 12 ,o.o 
'l'ra.nsparenciea 10 47.6 6 )Jo) 
Slides 1.3 61.9 12 so.o 
!t'ilms 20 9$.2 22 91.6 
Filmstrips 15 71.4 17 70.8 
Disc Recordings 13 6lo9 7 29.l 
Tape Recordings 12 ,1.1 ll 4$.8 
Mapa and Globes 20 9~.2 19 79.l 
Models 10 47.6 12 so.o 
Mock-ups 1 4.7 l 4.7 
Overhead Projector 14 67.7 l) 54.l 
Slide Projector lO 47.6 12 so.o 
16mm. ProJ!c:~~ 1$ 71.4 17 70.8 
Filmstrip Projector 18 as.1 l5 62.5 
Record. Pla:yer 16 76.l lS 62.5 
Tape Recorder l) 61.9 12 so.o 
Opaque Projector 12 57.l 9 :n., 
MiCrOJ?rojector 2 9.$ J 12.s 
There are discrepancies in Table lJ that suggest either 
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haste in completing the instrument, or lack of knowledge in what 
materials were used with what piece of equ.1pl'lent. For example, only' 
seven students in Group II reported "t,he use of disc recording• tcr 
their instruction, while fifteen indicated the use ot record players. 
Bulletin boards, pictures, films, f:Hmstrips, slides, disc 
and tape recordings, and maps and globes were used in half, or 
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over half', the classes listed by Oro~ l students. Half, or over 
halt• of Group I also reported the use of the following equipment 1n 
their classes, overhead., 16a, filmstrip and opaque projectorsJ 
record players; and tape recorders. Flannel boards, models, mock-upe, 
transparencies, slide projectors, and :microprojectora were used in 
less than half the cluaes listed by Group I. Halt, or off:r halt, 
ot the Group ll students were taught with these same instructional 
materials with the exception. of bulletin 'boarde, diac and tape 
recordings, and opaque projeews. These items 'Were listed in less 
than half' the classes reported by Orou.p II, along with nannel boards, 
models, mock•upa, transparencies, slide projectors and aicroprojectors • 
.A.a pointed out earlier, the discrepancies in completing this pU"t of 
the questionnaire tended to aake the reported utilisation of 801l8 
materiale and equipment doubttul.. Had this been more accurately 
reported• more items might have been listed as observed by over fifty 
per cent or each group. 
Reported Dif!'icult!es in Using the Center 
When asked to respond to the question, "Did. you have ditfieultiea 
in uaing the IM Center?"• eighteen students in Oroup I and nineteen 
students in Group II stated \hat the:, had had no trouble. Fov 
rep<>rted that the hours of the Center wu the major diff'icul t;r. These 
stud•nts toun::l it inconvenient to preri.ew materials during Center 
hoursJ conferences with cooperating teaehers after school prevented 
their getting to the Center so• da~/:s before closing tineJ student 
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staff in the Center had to close the Center sometimes before the 
posted time. Three respondents commented that their lack of aware-
ness of materials that were available in the Center made it difficult 
for them to use the Center eff'eotivei,. Absence of a staff nerson 
in the Cert.er when help was needed was reported as troublesome to 
two students. 
CQMn\ents Regarding Preparation in Education 
Courses for the Use of Instructional 
Materials 
Students who felt their preparation had not been adequate were 
asked to suggest changea vh1ch might benefit pre-ser-vice teachers. 
Ten students from Group I and eight from Group II volunteered eomm.ent1 
that thQ author felt justified to include. Because of the similarity 
or statements from the two groups, both groups were considered 
together. A swmn.ary of these eol.'IRents follows: 
1. Four students reported that pre-service teachers should 
learn what an instructional materials cen~er usua.11,y contains and 
how these materials can be located, and one reported that actual 
experience in using more materials and equipment before student 
teaching would be desirable. 
2. One respondent thought there should be more assignments 
in education courses requiring the use of the IM Center., and one 
thought that trips to the IM Center during el.ass periods would be 
beneficial • 
.3. •rwo students felt an audio-Visual course should be required 
for elementary majors., two felt this requirement should be for all 
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eduoation majors, and one felt there should i1e a course especially 
designed to show the variety of materials available to teaohen. 
4. Two respondents stated that there should be more instruction 
in the use of materia.ls and equ.ipment, and two respondents stated 
that there •hoo.ld be more practice in using materials and more 
explanation on how they could be used effectively. 
S. T-~o students expressed the opinion that because of the 
variety of content of some of the education courses there was little 
ti.me to Clover ini,tru.etional m.aterials and equipme:nt adequatel,y. 
6. Two respondents noted that there should be more use of 
instructional materials by college instruct.-so 
Adequacy of Preparation tor the Un or 
1nstruot1ona.l Materials 
Students were asked it they felt their preparation for the 
use o! instructional materials had been adequate in their education 
courses. Table 4 reveals that 47.6 per cent of Group I and S6.5 
per cent of Group II considered this preparation adequate. 'l'he mean 
score of those reporting "yes" in Group I waa :n.5., which we.I slightly 
above the ,,en;m score for the group on the lMC Teet. '!'he mean econ 
of those reporting "yes" in Group II was 31.6,, which was slightly 
be low the mean of the group on the !MO Test. Over fifty per oant 
(52.4) 1n Group I res,onded that their preparation h&d not been 
adequate. The m.ean score of this group reporting "no" was .)O. 961 
which was below the Group I rnean seore on t.h<i IMC Test. lstH:1 than 
fifty per cent (4).5) in Group II responded that their education 
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courses had not sufficiently prepared. them. The mean score or th1a 
group reporting "no" WU )2.5, vhich was a'b(rln!t the Mall IJCOt"e Of 
Group II on the IMC Test. 
Iea 
TABLE 14 
ADEQUACY OF PREPAIU.flON FOR THI tJSll Cf! IN8'1'1UCTIONAL 
MA.TBIAIS AS RIPOJft'i'D BY twiffl-Olill STUDJM'S IH 
GROUP I AND 'l'tllOO'Y•THRU STUDINTS IN OROUP II 
lo. 
Gro!f I 
ot fu iian lo. 
Or!!£ ll 
~ Per 
Students Oent Seortt* Students Cent 
10 47.6 31.SO 13 S6.S 
ll ;2.4 30.96 10 43.S 
* Mean score for Group I on IMC Teet wae )l.42 
** Mean score tor Group II on 00 Test was )2.06 
Kian. 
ScoretHt 
ll.6S 
32.so 
Orol.11) I student teachers were asked tive questions on the 
questionnaire that were not asked of Group II. Thia was an attempt 
to determine what experiences theae stadents were hav:lng in theu 
practicum that would help in u.king Ne01lllllndations t.o malce work 
in the Center more effective and their experience in nu.dent teaching 
more umorabl.e. 
In answer to the query, "Did your cooperating teacher suggest, 
or require work in the Oentert11 , 16 responded that she suggested it, 
4 responded that they worked on their own, and one responded, "no.• 
1'?. 
None of the students responded that ,rork in the Center was required. 
Hineteen answered the question, nwas your cooperating teacher an avid 
user of materials?" Twelve of the 19 answered "yes" and seven answer-
ed "no." T,1elve students had no recommendations or eritioiems to 
offer. Ti'«o recommended that there "should be more publicity about 
the Center;" two e:xpressed the need of "having more of an idea ot 
the materials in the Center"; one suggested "actual experience in 
u.sing lfliOr& materials and equipment before student teaching• J one 
wanted "plenty of materials so they are available at all tiff:les"J 
and one felt a "forced orientat.ion would be good." 
CHAPTER \/I 
This study attempted to measure the preparation elerr1.Etntary 
a~udent teachers have for the use or an instructional materials center 
and the attitudes student teachers have tovard audio-'Visual materials. 
Specifically, consideration was given to the following quest!onst 
1. what knowledge do elementary student t~achers have of 
audio.visual equipment, tools, and ma:terials in the Instruetional 
Materials Center? 
2. What use do student teachers make cf the Instructional 
Materials Center? 
J • .ihat attitudes do student teachers have toward audio-
visual ~aterials? 
4. Jow can the work in the Instni.etional Materials Center 
be made :more effective 1n preparing teachers for elementaey 
schools? 
The studr was limited to the elementar1 student teachere, in 
the kindergarten !or four year olds through grade six at &stern 
Illinois Uni:versit1 wr,o were completing the teaching practicum the 
fall quarter. 1964, in the Buzaard Laboratory School, and to those 
student teachers who ..ore beginning \heir asisignments winter quarter, 
1964-196$, in the same school. Fifty-one students participated in 
the study. 
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'fhos& students who were assigned to the Laboratory School for 
the fall quarter, Group 4 were given an unannou?lC(;d test and 
a.tti tude scale two weeks prior to tlle closing of the quarter. Those 
students who were assigned to the Laboratory Sehool for the winter 
quarter, Group :u, were given the same test the second '~•k of their 
·assignment. Both groups were asked to complete questionnaires which 
were designed to determine what experiences, prior to student. teaching, 
students might have had that would contribute to their knowledge of, 
or attitude to.rs.rd, instructional materials. 
The hypotheees of the study w-er,u { l) tlroup I stl.ldent teachers 
will have a significantly better understanding and knowledge of thcil 
materials and equipment in the Instruetional Materials C.nter than 
i-1111 Group II student teachers. (2) Group I student teacher a will 
reflect a more favorable attitu.de toward aadio-vi.sual materials 
than -will Group II. (J) There will be a significant positive cor-
relation between scores on the objective test and the scores on the 
attitude scales. (4) There will be a relationship betwe•m vario11s 
background factors and scores on the test. Null h:rpotheses were 
formulated from the above hypotheses. 
The mean score of Group I on the Instructional Materials Center 
Information Test -was 31.421 and the mean score for O:roup II was 32.o6. 
The difference bethreen these two independent mearu, was computed and 
tested for significance using the t test. Th.a resultint~ t of .449 
- -
was not significant at the .o5 level of eonfidenc•, and null l:'iJPothesi.a 
l that there would be no significant difference between the gro~ps 
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in their understanding and knowledge of the materiala and equipment 
in the Instructional Materials Ce11ter ":4'& s accepted.. 
On tha Attitude Scale• Group I had a nwa.n score of 381.4,. a:nd. 
Group II had a mean score o:f 315.5. 
the computed! of .885 was not significant at the.~ leV"el of 
confidence. Null hypothesis 2 that there ~rould be no significant 
d1tference in attitudes between the groups was accepted. 
A chi-sqwu-e was computed for each of the ,:8 statements on the 
Attitude Scale to determine if there were significant differences 
between the groups on individual items. On only two •tatements did 
the computed ehi-equ.are exceed the .o, level of confidence. Chi-
squares were computed for the Semantic Dif'ferential aoalee to deter-
lldne significant differences between tiMJ groups on these concepts.. 
The computed. chi-squares were significant on onl,r six of the fifty-
two items. 
A Spearman rank order oorrela:tion coefficient wa.s computed 
tor each group to determine the rela:tionship between scores on the 
IMC Test a.rd the attitude scales. The computad r for each group did 
-
not exceed the .o, la~l of confidence. Null hypothesis .3 that there 
would be _no significant positive correlation betr<1een scores on the 
IMC Test and scores on the attitude scales was accepted. 
responded to the questionnaire. From their HONS on the IMO Teet, 
mean scores were computed for those students reporting "high school 
experienoe with audio•visu.al materials, tt 8 U$e of the IMC for collt,ge 
courses, n "aud.io-vuual. course, tt and Hork experience in r1audio-
visual center," or "library." The comparison ot wums revealed 
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that in Group I those students reporting "use in IHC1• and an "audio• 
visual o.ourse• had mean scores higher than the mean score of the 
group on t~ IMO Test. The mean scores of the Group II stu.dente 
reporting "use in IMC,u "high school experience," "aUdio-n111u.al 
course," work in an 11audio-visu.al center," and work in "libra.ries1t 
were higher than the mean score of the grou.p on the IMC Test. 
Group I students listed seven courses in which they used the 
IM Center for college courses, and Group II students listed six. tor 
only two oou.rses did over fifty per cent of ea.oh group use this faoilit;r. 
Twelve respondents in Group I noted this 11 1.Ul6l11 was a course requirement, 
and fourteen respondents in Group II noted their '*use" was also 
required. 
Thirteen subject areas in which instructional materials and 
equipment were used by their instructors i>1ere listed by Grou-p I students. 
Group II students lis+,ed seventeen areu. Hoth groups reported that 
more materials were used in education courses than other subject areas. 
Fev differences between the groups in the number of students 
respondiJli were revealed when the students listed th• types of 
materials and equipment used by their instructors. .Fl.annel boards, 
transparencies, models, mock-ups., slide projectors,. and micro-
projectors were the items observed by leae than fifty per cent 0£ 
Group I. These same items were reported by leas than fifty per cent 
or Group n, as well as the a.dditioru...1 items ot bulletin boards, 
disc recordings, and opaque projectors. 
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Conclusions 
It seemed reasonable to assume that So.o per cent or more of 
each group of student teachers should have aru,wered correctly 70.0 
per cent of the questi.ona on the Instr12cticmal Materials Information 
Test. Tnis would have been a score of 34. Since only nine in each 
groap, or Jh.6 per cent of Group I and 36,.8 per cent of Group II, 
achieved scores of 34 or higher, it is concl11ded that these pre-service 
teachers needed more preparation for the effective use of an 
instructional materials center. This conclusion is further supported 
by tM students' opinion of their preparation, since f'ifty-two per 
cent of those who had finished the student teaching as~ignment and 
forty-three per cent of those j11st beginning the assignment, reported 
on the questionnaire that their preparation had not been adequate.. 
The desired level for favorable attitudes toward audio-visual 
materials was set at a score of '.360. Twenty-one students in Group 11 
or 80.8 p•r eent, and eighteen students in uro~p II, or 72.o per 
cent, scored more than )60 points on the attitude scale. It is 
concluded, therefore, that favorable attitlldes toward instructional 
materials were being formed by these student teaehsrs in their college 
course work and in the teaching practicum. 
On the basis of the findings of no signif ieant di:ffennee in 
the mean scores of the two groups of atud•nta on the IMC Test, it 
would seem logical to conclude that the Group I student, ha"J'e added 
little to their knowledge of instructional materialB since they left 
their college courses, but that student teaching has reinforced th.is 
earlier lea.ming and nrevented .f'orgett.ing. However., the author felt 
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that the IMC Test was faalt7 and did not measure aome of the knowledge 
and skills, pertinent to this study, that haft been learned during 
the teaching usipment. 
The reported experiences ..... high school, use or the nc, an 
audio-visual course., or work experience in an au.dio-vteual c~nter or 
library -· have probably contributed to the knowledge that indi'flidual 
students have of instructional materials aIJd eq,u:Lpment.. Hawever, 
baaed on the findings of this atu.df, the combined •an 10.ore1 ot 
those reporting the above experiences, except high achool experierice 
and work in an aw!io-vi.sual center, uee,eded the coab:lnad uan score 
or the IMC Teat. It was recognized that atating that one has had 
the experience does not neoe1aaril.7 mean it w&s a learning situation. 
There was no evidence to suggest a cau.n-eftect relatioMhip here, 
since the mean scores of those reporting these experiences were not 
consistently aboTe the mean of the IMC Test tor either gro\\p. Bor 
did the Man scores of t.hoae reporting t.he experiences exceed th• 
minimwl a.cc•ptable score ot lh. arbi\rarily aet by the author u the 
lcnel o! attainmii!tnt, with the exception ot those Group XI atllden\a 
who reported having had an audio-vuual course. These three had a 
mean score of 34.16 which the author telt wae not conclusive. 
There was little difterence betwe•n the grou.pa 1n. the nwabera 
of' students reporting the courses in which their pro.feesora used 
uteri.ala and t.ba types of instructional materials and equipment 
that were ased. Since there~•• no Wonution on the questionnaire 
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that would indicate the quality of use by instructors or the number 
of times various materials or equipment had been used, it Va$ con-
cluded that these additional experiences were questionable as to 
their contribution to the student,s • knowledge of materials. Nor was 
there evidence to suggest the effect these professors might have had 
on the students• attitude toward these materials. Since 76.S per 
eent of the combined groups achieved the level set for t. favorable 
attitude, it was concluded that students• .favorable attitud&s 
to~ard audio-Visual materials were, at least, not being discouraged 
by college instructors. 
The questionnaire should ha.VE' been designed to prov:i.de more 
1nforma.t1on about the students. The length or time that had elapsed 
between taking the ooursas that included inetruotional materials and 
beginning the practicum in the Laboratory School l'll81' ha.ff be•n 
important. Whether or not students had had some of th'8 courses 
should haw been requested on the questionnaire, u it wa:, ju.at 
recently recogni~ed by the author that methods courses are not 
prerequisite to student teaching. This may partially account for 
some students reporting "no use" of the IM Center for education courses. 
If the respondents had had Librar'J l20, passed the proficiency in 
l20, or had no library course, the responses might have provided 
information to account for the similarity of the groups. 
A better measi.u:-e of the pre•senioe teachera' ednc4'.tion in 
instructional materials and equipment ~ould be some type of 
pertol"Dlanee test to measure c~eteney and a ,n-itten test. A pre-
test post-test technique using a larger sample .rould a.lao be more 
Maningf'ul. 
Reoo:mmendatione 
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Based on the tind:tngs of th.is studY and the experiences gained 
while ~rldng on it, the author felt justified in noommtu·iaing thtt 
followings 
l. The sequence or professional education ecureea !llht>uld 
proTide more participating experiences for pre-sei•vice teaeh$rs in 
the 1.u,e or instructional m.awrials and equ.ipmant.. 
2. .More laboratory time should be spent in developing &'tu.dents t 
skill in locating and selecting materials, so that the7 become aware 
of the many sources tor, and the types ot, instructional materi&lct 
that are available. 
J. It is incumbent on supervising teachers that they' further 
develop the pre-service teachers• knowledge and skills in instructional 
materials, and that they encourage the effective use and discriminating 
selection of materials. 
4. College instructors should be encouraged to participate 
in in-service workshops in audio-V'isual education and encouraged to 
use appropriate materials ef'feotively and efficiently in theu 
classrooms. 
5. A permanent stat!' member should be employed at the Instru.c-
tional Materials Genter, eo that st.ud.ents in college courses and 
student teachers ma,1r have professional a.ssietanoe to advance their 
kr10wledge oi.' inatru.ctiona.1 materials. 
6. Further studies should be made for a more valid me"eure 
of the level or achievement of student teachers in audir.>•Visual 
eduo11.tion. 
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7. A study of currieu.la. changes might well result in greater 
assu.ranc-e that teacher-education students receive the needed training 
in inatFuotional materials. 
!Pfilll)Il. 
ur.t'TER TO COOPElUTIHO TIACHDS 
November, 1964 
'l'Ot Lab School Saperrisors 
B.lh I.M.c. Stu~ 
Recently many studiee have been made concerning the preparation 
of student teachers in the use of instructional materials. Recom-
mendations have also been made to improve the curriclll~ tor the 
r,reparation of future teachers. Ie this preparation measurable in 
terms of their actual use of the IM Center. 'fhis is the question 
that Mrs. lirginia Iia.gebush, graduate assistant in the Instructional 
I'laterials Center, has decided to explore for her ~.aster's thesis. 
Specifically, she is seeking answers to such questions as• 
1. What knowledge of inetruetional materials centers is 
possessed by students preparing to be elementary 
teachers? 
2. What use do student teachers make of the instructional 
materials center in connection with their college work 
and student teaching? 
3. What factors influence their use of the instructional 
r...aterials centerl 
4. Hen can the work in the instructional materials center 
be made more effectiw in institutions preparing 
teachers for elementary eohools'l 
5. What attitude do student teachers have toward 
instri~otional materials? 
You are requested to permit your student teachers to participate 
in this study. It will be necessary for them to meet with Mrs. 
Hagebush on Wednesday• November ll, at J :45 P .M. in room 214. At 
thie meeting they will be given an unannounced test. (You should 
not re•eal this to the student teacher since all prior knowledge 
or this short test is to be avoided.) Thelr will also receive in-
structions cor.cernint! the need for their ke4lp1ng a brief record 
of use of the I.M.C. over the next two weeka. 
Please inform students of their ne&d to be preFJent for the 
above Jteeting. 
OO(hfc 
APPEJIDll B 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CA'T&l:1 INFORMa.TION TEST 
Name 
-----------------
Part I 
GENERAL. Below at the left is a. list of reference books or locations. 
At the right, SO!'lle items of information t,rpioal of th~ kitld su;pplied 
by the!Je tools or locations. In the space after ea.oh :item ,'ll'ite the 
one number you wo11ld u.se to find t.he information most quickly. Some 
n'iim'bers must be used more than once. Example i How to pronounce the 
word ttopaquett. A.nswer (6 ). 
l. Vertical file 
2. Card c•talogu.e 
J. Currie~lWlt. tile 
4. Encyclopedia 
5. lducational filmstrip catalogue 
6. Dietionar.,-
7. Edueatora guide 
8. Pamphlet file 
Brief article about Canada.••• l( ) 
Price, producer, and annotation 
of OUR CCMMUNITY HELPERS ••• 2() 
Call number of CLASSIFICATION 
OF INVERT!ililiTE ANIYlALS.... .3( ) 
Unit on astronomy ••••••••••••• 4() 
Goals and objf;etivee in 
teaeh!Nt elementaq soienoe S( ) 
Meaning of the word "anno-
tation** • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 6( } 
Flat pictures tor social 
studies••••••••••••••••••• 7( ) 
Material on Illinois 
conservation •••••••••••••• 8{) 
Catalogue listing for free 
material for a unit 011 
health•••••••••••••••••••• 9() 
Bibliography for further rea.d-
i!'!i on Uni.tad Nations .... , lO! l 
Desk outline maps of R1l$Sia •• ll( ) 
Filmstrips on Insects o~ll:16d 
by IM Centflr. •. • • • • • • • • • • • • 12 ( ) 
Directory or producers of 
filmstrips •••••••••••••••• 13{ ) 
Subject cl.uaif'ication of .free 
materials ••••••••••••••••• 14{ ) 
Age level for filmstrip and 
recording cf NUTCRACKER 
SUI'.Mt ••• ~-~.!...!.!..!.." •••• !.!..!.!.!-• ~- 15( 1. 
Part II 
Equipment ruld Materials. Circle the best answer to the multiple choice 
questions below. 
l. While operating; a motion picture projector, yo1t are sudden~ oon-
tronted with a picture on the soreen which is running together 1tith 
a definite jerky motion, making the scenes wrl.ntelligible. You 
will readilg diagnose the trouble ass 
a. a faulty clutch 1n the projector 
o. a slipping tm-up belt 
c. both ot these 
d. neither of these 
2. A 4$-rpm Fecord played at )) 1/J•rpm will,. 
a. sound lower 1n pitch than normal 
b. sound higher in pitch than normal 
e. run faster than noma.l 
d. do none of these 
J. While running a 16nm. sound motion picture, you rea11• that the 
picture on the screen and the sound t?'ack are not syncronized. 
The trouble tor this is most lilmly: 
a. a bent take-.ip reel 
b. too large a loop at the top 
c. too large a loop at the bott.oa 
d. none of these 
4. Many filmstrip projectora may alao aceommoda.t& s 
a. 16- film 
b. 2 by 2-inoh slides 
c. opaque materials 
d. none of t.hese 
S. When ;rou start to play a tape and the voice .sounds like Donald 
Duck's, you sho11lds 
a. turn do-11n the treble control 
g. turn down the bass control 
c. change to a taster tape speed 
d. none of these 
6. It is currently recommended that. most tilm showings, in individual 
schools, be held ins 
a. regular classrooms 
b. lij)ecially designed audio-visual rooms 
o. the library or audio-visual center 
d. the auditoriwn 
7. Materials for overhead projectors are made byt 
a. tn>ing e. photographing 
b. drawing d. all of these 
8. MPATI isu 
a. a professional organization of p4%'0nts and teachers 
b. airborne educational television 
c. a professional organization ot instruetora 
d. a professional organisation of professors and instruetora 
9. Concerning filmstrips, th$ .t.a.boratoey School h&st 
a. a large collection, mo~tly' serie1 
h. a large collection and no correlated reoOJ'ds 
c. a large collection, mostly ind.ividual strips 
d. a large oollerction, most.ly series, and so.me with records 
l o. Films to be pre viewed u,rt 
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a. be previewed in the DI Center only be.fore and a!ter school, 
or during the l11neh hol.D" 
b. be vie·iied only in the AV Lab in Blair Hall 
c. be previrad anytt. du.ring Genter botll"e 
d. not be previewed in the Center as there are no prenew 
facilities 
11. The further a. projector ia :moved away from the so.reen the 
-- small.er the projected image appears on the screen. 
12. Silent films, t.hOff not having a sound track, should m,ver 
-- be shown on a sound projector. 
___ 1). Overhead projectors can be op~rated sacc,uu,tu.lly in partial.]¥ 
lighted roGU. 
__ 14. The "working side or a magnetic tape is t..~e am.ooth, glo1sy 
side. 
__ 1_s. As you operate an overhead projector, the qterials on the 
table of the projector appear normal (in a readable position) 
to you. 
__ 16. The larger a projticted screen image, the greater the amount 
of light that can be tolerated in the room. 
__ 1_1. Books ca11 not be used in an opaque projector. 
__ 18. When placed in the carrier o! the filmstrip projector, film• 
stripe go through the machine "head down." 
__ 1_9. No sound will be prQduoed in a 16m projector if the exciter 
bulb is burned out. 
__ 2 o. Tape recorders, like many record players, haw a control tor 
vary-ing tha speed b7 l-inch-per-second. 
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Part III 
THICIU. Circle 'the best answer to the following nml:tiple oboice question. 
l. Which of the tollowing 1a an advantage 1n \he ue or textbooke'f 
a. Complete coTerap ct subject 
b. Individul. instruetioa 
o. Both of these 
d. lone or the• 
2. Which ot \he tollowing is the ••t. important cr1t.erion for Ml~ttng 
-iftltru.ctional materiala1 
a. Is the 1 tem tru thf\tl and aoovaet 
b. Ia it 1n sound am colort 
o. Does it carry u emotional ~'f 
d. Uoea it contrib11te to learning better than o'\her 1tas on ha.ndt 
3. For &rulW'etring specific questions that ~ arise in the cl.ufa"OOl'A1 
the teacher should turn tot 
a. the textbook c. eeria1e 
b. reference booka d. bibliograpb1ea 
h. Which of the following is llQt an advantage of the chalk boatdf 
a. Allows student pat'tiai,ation. o. Requires no c_.. 
b. Flexible in chance of uteri.ala 4. leadily available 
S. When prepU"itig '\apes for teachinac. it :la best. \01 
a. Use all materials as or1g1nall;r reooNed 
b. Edit £or immediate 9flu.cat.1onal. purpoau 
c. Shorten :materials to aave t1-
d. Becord at a slow speed for eue ot lietening 
6. Which ot the tollowing 1e coneidered to otter the J.eaet abstractionst 
a. Televuion c. DramailutJ.on 
b. Direct experience d. Hodel• 
'i'IUl-,.FALU. Bark the following queatiou either •rt or •r 
__ 7. Textbook selection. in Illinoia 1- pla.eed in the halda ot a 
ooai:ttee se leete-d by the hperintendent ot Public Instl"Uetion. 
8. ~ation ia of aeoondary ~rta:llM during a good demonetra.t.ion. 
--
9. You can and should aaaue that learninr bu oco\U:Ted u a reault 
-- ot showing a film to a clan. 
__ 10. Verbal qmbols are pu.re ab•vaetione. 
u. Field tripe are not considered 1n the realm of aw.U.o-l'isual materials. 
--
__ u. All ideaa are mon eaaU,. &ai.ned and more IM'CINlT held when 
lea.med throqh aasoe1ation wi\h real thing,. 
---13• It bu bMn tou.nd that. oolor adda to the appeal ot marl,- all poat.ra. 
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Part IV 
AffITtJTJE SCALE: li'ollowing is a list of statements about audio-visual 
materials. A•'f (audio•Virmal) materials include not only films, film-
stripa, slides, recordings, and other eimilar materials, but also teach-
ing tools and techniques such u overhead projectors, flannel boards, 
dramatization, field trips, and many others. 
For each statement, oheck the expression which you feel expresses 
you.r feelings and attitude to111ard that statement. The choicea which you 
have to describe your feelings ares strongly agree, ag?'$e, mildly agree, 
mildly disagree, and strongly disagree. Please check ever., ,ta.tement, 
marking only your one best choice. Let all your e:xperiences with these 
materials determine your choice. 
There are no right or wrong answers. Plc!tase be absolutely honeet 
in your answers, you will be def'eat1ng the purpose of this sea.le if 
you do otherwise. 
l. .Audio-Visual materials are W11eful in 
developing correct concepts. 
2. It is too much bother to request the 
materi.&ls far enough in advance to be 
sure o:f getting them when y-ou want. them. 
J. Audio-visual materials are a great help 
to clusroOl!l'i teaching. 
4. · Students in higher grades are able to 
handle more abst..ract materials and do 
not need audio-Visual teaching. 
5. There are more good points than bad 
points about audio-visual materials. 
6. Students retain longer the materials that 
have been presented au.dio•visually. 
7. These materials seldom have much to 
offer in the ola..1sroom setting. 
8.. The use of audio-visual materials great-
ly increases student interest. 
9. PreViewing films and film.stripe will 
always be a ohoN. 
lo. Learning how to use audio-vieu.al 
material• is a complete waste of time. 
11. It might be diff'ieult .ror the student 
t.o handle abstl"aot ideaa if' many ot bis 
experiences are with audio-visual 
ma:t.erw •• 
12.. Fil.ma and filmstrips are usually quite 
accurate as tar as content is concerned. 
f i1 
' 
~ ~~ 
.,( 
t 
1, 
I ~~m RI ei ~J..., ;.i! ~ ~ 
' 
~!: . . .... ~l'!:l cf ~Q 
t { 
I f 
f 
i 
¥ 
i 
' 
15. 
l.6. 
17. 
19. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
2s. 
Obtaining the audio-Visual material.a 
that the teacher · .... ants is ueually a 
simple procedure •. 
My instructors L'1 college did not w;e 
audio-visual materials; this is sur ... 
ficient evidence why I shou.l.dn 1t bother 
either •. 
It is extremely di.ff'icu.lt to locate 
appropriate audio•visu.al materials. 
It takes too much time to us• audio-
visual materi&ls in the claaeroo111. 
Teachers are just sntf!trta.ining the 
class when they use audio-Visual f ! j 
materials. • ! 
A. good teacher will usu.ally want to make, +---t---+-_.....,_""'!li,---+- I 
and will tind time to m&ke., audio• t ., 
visual material1 for u.se in his classes. 
-----------School systems and large schools should I 
prov:i.de materiala, facilities, am '. .. 
competent help to permit and assist t 
teachers to make teaching materials. 1 +----t--t--+-+--....-...--Gompetent, well-prepared teachers need 
to use fewer audio-visual Materials than 
teachers who are less well prepared. 
Class time devoted to ,udio-visaal 
materials is less productive of loarn-
ing than equal aaounts of ti.M devoted 
to reading,. explaining, and discu.stion. 
Tea.che:rs usually use filtu as !ill-in 
material• tor ti.Mes when they are in-
adequately prepared to teach a lesson, 
when they are ill or know they will be 
away from cl.a.es, and just before and 
after vacations when students are too 
restless to have a serio11s cl.au. 
The use at. audio-visual :materials in 
college cannot be juatitied. 
Film.atripa can be used u ef feet:! vely 
and interestingly as films. 
Many of the A-V materials SV'&ilable to 
teachers. are so out of da:te that it 
oreates a serious problem. 
i 
26. .A.•f equipaltnt. is CO'll!IJ)licated and diffi-
cult \o learn to u.u. 
27. Unde11Fcble behavior and 41aoiplinu7 
problems ot sOJilft pupU. can otten be 
o\lJ"ta1led by not penait\bg tha t.o IN 
the Nhool aovies or part.1eipate 1a a 
field trip. 
23. A,,,.V uteri&la me.de 07 teao••• are jut. 
not u e:.ftectiYe u oouaercla.U7 pro-
duced ma~i&la. 
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Consider each descriptive term as being separat-1d from its opJ>osite by a distance of six steps. 
Somewhere along this dist.a.nee lies your feelin;:;,; concerning ea.oh set of opposites a.s they apply to the 
statement. With an X, ma.rk along on that distance th~ place which describes your feeling for each of 
the deseripti:ve opposites. Example: 
A college education is: 
w:rthwhile X ; : ; t : useless 
expensive-; - :-:-: T :-iii,':!Xper.sive · 
necesr;.1ry-:-: T: - : - : - unnecessary 
'---.-.-..--
'l'his person f el.t that a colle;:~e edu~tion was most worthwhile, that it was relatively inexpl'lt:rdve 
(his dad W'aa probabl.y filthy ricL), and that a col.li?:ge aducat:L:m ,,a,1 dasire.ble but. not abs,_,lutcl;r 
necessary for his fut•.1re. 
Use of f:tlms in teaching is: 
worthwhile : : : : : useless 
time sa.vinL: - : -: - : - :-time consuming 
foolish : ---t ...... : - : - : ---wise ............. __...... ____ 
educative : : : : : entertaining 
complicat•d-: -: -: - : - .-simple 
provocative=:=:=:=;=: =suptsrl'icial 
impraetical : : : i : llr&etical 
......,_..._.-Mc,,.,.............,,.r' 
Use of filmstrips in teachiM is: 
worthwh He : : : : : useless 
time savir1r=;=:=:=:=:=time conmm1ing 
@ducative : : : : : entertaining 
_..........~..,..._ __..,..._ ';;, 
challenging_:_:_:_ i _: _superficial 
imnra,etical : : : : : m.••a.ctical 
-··1"' ~- ....... --~ 
Use of the flannel board is: 
worthwhile t : : : : useless 
_._.....,.. ........................ 
time saving__: : : : : time <nnsui---iting 
educative :_:_:_:_:-entert:i!.inirv: -
...... _......, ....... _,,.... ...... .__,.,. ..., 
challenging__;_;_:_:_ :_superf iclal 
impra.etieal : : : : ; nra.ctical 
...... ~- ............... -A.-
Use of the overhMd projector is: 
'W'Ort.hwhile : : : : : useless 
time sa.vini:;_:_:_:_:-time consum:iri.g 
educative :_:_:_:_!_superficial · 
imp·ractical_:_:_:_:_:-practical _  .......,~ 
,(.) 
i'v 
Use of field trips is: 
worlhwh ile : : : : : useless 
time savinJC:=:=:=====time consuming 
educative t : : : : onterta.ining 
ehallengin~c :=: =: =: = :=supt~rr lciai' 
impractical_:_:_:_:_: _pr..actica.1 
Use of a.uto-instr..1cti,ma.L ateriala is: 
worthwhile : : ; : : useless 
foolish-:-: - :-- ~ - :-vise 
borinu-: - :-:-~ - :-interestin,,r £~-- ...... -- .,..), 
ccr1ulicated : : : : : simple 
tim~ saving__:=t=:=:=:=tb,e consutdng 
ohallenginr.._: _: _: _: _: _ supar!'icial 
Use of the tape recorder is: 
complicated : : : : ; simple 
foolish-:-:-:-=-: -wise 
borw - ;-;-: - =-:-interestirM'• 
'~---- ................ - b t.irae saving : : : :. : t:u:~ cons;:1:.:d.'1,i;: 
ehall«lJfill~ ---,_----; --=--:-: ....... useless -~ 
.::J "'-~ ........ ----
IJra.lnatiza.tiona and use of puppets ;:i.re: 
worthwhile : i : : : usel~ss 
eiiallengiflL:=:=:=:=t=wper:ticial 
borin;;,: : : : : : interec1tin~ 
~!me N.Vinp~:=:=:=:===ti.nul con.smn:i.np. 
edll.Ca.t:i.ve ~ : : : : entertaining 
praetical===t=: = :=:=impr-<lctical ·-
'.i'e&Jtt teaching {two teachel"S th~ 
teaching responsibilities) would be: 
dttsirable : : : : : utld0sirable 
1mpleasa.nt -=-;-,-:-:~:il~sant 
worthless-::-=-=-:-: valuable 
. --.....-------.......-
un.t'air : • : : : !air ..,.. _____ ~ ............. 
sncceas!ul : ; : : : unsuc~essful 
vise -.... : ..... : .... : --: --: ..... toolish 
bnrinC:_ : ____ :_:_:,....int~resting 
............... ~ ........... -b d . =·•"'' • roa. eni.np.__: : ; : t coat:1.nmg 
1,ractica.l t -t - : - : - : -inprn.otiool 
,£ --~--------- -
APPifflllIX C 
UCORO OF USE OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL Mli.'f!RIA&S C!NTQ 
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by at Eastern Illinois University 
{Student 'reacher) {Student5 
Class: Jr Sr OR Date; 
---
----------
Major Concentration __ ~----------~~~--------~----~----,.....__ 
St~ent Teaching Subjects 
-------------------
Ila te s for Teaching: 
---------------------
Instructional 
Materials 
Center 
I. Time Spent 
1. Monday Month Dq 
" Tuesday " - .. -.c. 
.3. Wednesday lt tt 
4. Thursday ff n 
5. Friday ft " 
Total minutes for the ~ek 
tab 
School 
Blair 
Hall Total 
a 
U. Use of instructional materials (Give minute, per week for each itt.un) 
A. Filmstrips 
l. College assignments 
2. Material for student 
teaching 
.3. Personal in!ormation 
Bo Films 
1. College assignments 
2. Material for st.udent 
teaching 
;. Personal information 
c. Textbooks, m.anuls, a.rid workbooks 
1. College assignments 
2. Material tor student 
teaching 
3e Pereonal information 
:o. Cu.rr1oulwn Gu.ides 
l. College Assignments 
2. Material for situ.dent 
teaching 
). Personal information 
i. Pamphlet file 
l. College assignment• 
2. Material for studA!tnt 
teaching 
). Personal in.formation 
F. Picture file 
l. Colleige assigmaents 
2. .Material for student 
teaching 
J. Personal information 
a. Tape recordings 
1. College assignments 
2., Material tor student 
teaching 
J. Personal in!o:t"INtion 
H. Disc recordings 
l. College assignments 
2. Material !or student 
teaching 
). Personal information 
I. Maps and globes 
l. Collei,«e assignments 
2. Material for student 
teaching 
) • Personal inf'or112ation 
J. Reference toola 
l. ~d catalogue 
2. ln.e,elopedia. 
3. Film catalogues 
4. Filmatrip catalogues 
S. lliducators guide 
K. No center material needed 
l. Neoessary materials in 
classroom 
2. Or.fn materiala made at home 
3. Materials made in other 
CU.8ff8 
Explain: 
III. Instruction you have had in u.se of instructional materials 
equipment. 
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and 
•• 'Mwaber of lessons in high school 
-----------a. Number of lessons in college .. 
c. other instru.ction or e:xperie-nce-.,.{1xp-,"':l:ii.._in-, ~00-10-w~)l"'-""" ___ _ 
IV. College sehedule ror this period.. 
A. Number of periods l)e:r week in education •••••••••••••••• ( ) 
B. Nwa~er of periode per week student teachiJl& •••••••••••• ( ) 
Total ( ) 
c. For what subject do you use the cent.er most? ______ _ 
l. Is work in the center required? __________ _ 
Optional 2. Does instructor give detinite-,-as-s""'i_g_nme_n_t_s""'i _____ _ 
). Does t·u:,ope?"'at1ng teacher sugg~u,t it? 
4. COl'llll'18nte a ---------
,. For which subjects is not, iifOt'k in t-he center neoe:esary? 
Why1 
v. Dil!icult1e1 you. have met in using the Instructiorua.l Materials 
Centers 
·a. Help given to you by the staff 1n the In~tructional Material.a 
Centers 
------------------- ________ , __ .. __ _ 
VII. Help given t.o you by persona other than the 1,r;:.a.::f 1n uae of 
the materials and oquipaent in the Inatru.etional Materials Genter i 
~Xll> 
COVER tfflQ ANO QUmTIONKlIU 
~RRY J. MERIGIS 
Director 
Dear 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
School of Elementary and Junior High School Teaching 
CHARLESTON, IWNOIS 61920 
Phone DI 5-2161 
ROBERT SHADICK 
Assistant Director 
February , 1965 
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DONALD GILL 
Principal, Laboratory School 
Last quarter you were one of the participants in Mrso 
Virginia Hagebush's study of student teachers• use of the 
Instructional Materials Centera Because of the inadequate 
response from the Record of Use of the Instructional Materials 
Center and because more pertinent data is now pecessary, this 
!orm will not be used. 
The enclosed questionnaire will supercede the Recordo 
Please fill this out and return it immediatel* in the envelope 
provided for your convenience. It is hoped fat you will answer 
all the questions as fully and honestly as possible, so Mrsa 
Hagebush can arrive at some valid conclusions concerning the 
Center and student teachers and can suggest some recommendations 
for the future. 
Your name is necessary only to determine the correlation, 
if any, between your rating on the IMC Information Test and the 
information you supply on the questionnaire. This inrormation 
will be held in strictest confidence and there will be no 
ide~tification of individuals in the study, 
Thank you for your time and assistance in m•king this study 
possible•··- Mre, Hagebush' s thesis will be deposited in Booth 
Library at the e~_d of the spring quarter if you wish to read the 
results. 
DGG: fa 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
for the study 
THE USE OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTER 
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THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE TO BE CONSIDERED PRIOR TO YOUR STUDENT 
1.CHING EXPERIENCE. 
Did you have any experience in using audiovisual materials in high 
1001? Explain. 
Did you use the Instructional Materials Center for college courses? 
No • 
----
If your answer to number 2 is yes, list the courses6 
lC • 
lC 1 
Was the use of the materials and equipment in the IM Center a course 
iuirement? Yes No o 
In what courses have your college professors used instructional 
terials? 
lC o 
lC • 
Check the kinds of materials and equipment used by your college 
structors. 
Flannel boards 
Bulletin Boards 
Pictures 
Transparencies 
Slides 
Films 
Filmstrips 
Disc Recordings 
Tape Recordings 
Maps & Globes 
Models 
Mock-ups 
Overhead Proiector 
Slide Projector 
16 mm Proiector 
Filmstrip·· Projector 
Record Player· 
Tape Recorder 
Opaque Projector 
Microprojector 
Have you taken an audiovisual course? Yes No 
Education 487 Education 488 ~~--- ----------
Have you worked in an audiovisual or instructional materials center? 
Yes No • 
High School ________ College ____ __,. __ 
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Have you worked in a library? Yes No o 
High School Library Public ~L~ib~r~a-r_y__ ~---c--0-1-tege Library 
--~---- Student Help ~~~ 
Libo Science 4-90 
Did you have difficulties in using the IM Center? (Location, hours 
open, staff, materials, etc,) Explaino 
Do you feel your preparation in the use of instructional materials was 
adequate in your education courses? Yes No o If not, 
what changes can you suggest? 
IF you-·ARE STUDENT TEACHING-~- WINTER QU_ARTER' DISREGARD THE 
FOLLOWIN('.;, -
For what subjects did you use the Center the most during your student 
teaching-? 
Did your cooperating teacher suggest it? Require it? 
For which subjects is no work necessary in the Center? Why? 
Was your cooperating teacher an avid user of materials and equipment 
from the Center? Yes No 
What recommendations or criticisms can you offer? 
APPDJ)ll g 
SAMPIS OAIDUIATION OF CHl:-sQU.A.11 
~ .... 
"rrou.p J. 
"";roup TI 
Ydldly Agree 
ro fe 
3 
7 
5.1 
4.9 
Mild~ Disagre-, 
fo fe 
5 
4 
4.6 4.,. 
Disagree 
f f 
o e 
10 
12 
11.2 
10.1 
~it rongl_y Disagree 
ro te 
g 
2 
5.1 
4.9 
-----------------------~-- ........ ------------------
Group I 
"' ....-~,. 
uroup .u 
Totals 
(fo - fe) 
(fo - fe) 
10 
Group I ( f - f )2 
G ! ... (; o e,., 
.~roup .t i..f0 - f e)"" 
Group I (t - t )2 o e 
te 
Group II {r0 - r0 )2 
fe 
x2 • 5.485 
2.1 
2.1 
4.41 
4.41 
.864 
.900 
9 
., ... 
.4 
.16 
.16 
.0.3S 
.034 
22 
1.2 
1.3 
1.44 
1.69 
.129 
.15f~ 
? x- at .05 level• 7.815 
10 
2.9 
2.9 
8.41 
s.1+1 
1.649 
l.716 
3 df 
·rota.ls 
26 
25 
51 
--------------------------------------------------- ____ _,,. .... ~-. ... ~ 
Figure .3. - Sample calc;JJAtion of chi-square i.ralus 
::.Cale, :including de '.rees of f1"8~~om and value of chi-square ;J.t 
confidence. 
t?t2.tem.ent nine on the 
.05 per cent level 
APPE?ID ll. F 
FOLIDW-UP IBTTER fiJ QUESTIOWAIRI 
Here I 8!!11 againJ 
I still need a few more questionnaires. If 
you are one who hu already completed one, I 
a sorry to ask you to complete another. 
R<:tw1£rrer, I received some without names which 
precludes '!1!Y correlating scores with back-
ground experiences. 
Thank you for being so patient with my study 
on the student teachers• use of the Instruc-
tional Materials Center. 
Sincerely yours, 
(Mrs.) Virginia. Hagebush 
Graduate Assistant 
Instru.etiona.l Materials Center 
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